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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
 

Analysis and Querying of Health-Related Social Media 
 
 

by 
 
 

Shouq Ahmed Sadah 

 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Computer Science 
University of California, Riverside, June 2017 

Dr. Vagelis Hristidis, Chairperson 
 
 
 
 

The increased popularity of social media and the copious amount of user-

generated data in the last few years have impacted various aspects of individuals’ lives. 

The use of social media for health care related purposes, which is the focus of this thesis, 

has increased exponentially.  

This provides the researchers with a massive volume of data that can augment 

traditional health-related data sources (like electronic medical records) if properly mined 

and analyzed. Despite the advances in text analytics, it is challenging to analyze this data, 

due to its specialized vocabulary, the data collection, and the missing values. 

In this thesis, we focus on two research directions: (a) Analyzing the 

demographics of users who participate in health-related social media, along with their 

posted content across a wide range of sources, and highlight specific health issues 

reported by users. (b) Effectively querying health-related social media or other health-

related documents (can be generalized to the problem of querying annotated document).  
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Specifically, in our first contribution, we study the demographics of users who 

participate in health-related social media, to identify possible links to health care 

disparities. Using these demographics, our second contribution analyzes the content of 

posts grouped by demographic segments by implementing information extraction 

methods to extract medical concepts, identify top distinctive terms, and measure 

sentiment and emotion. We also extend our content analysis in the third contribution by 

studying the intent of posts generated by users for different data sources. Lastly, we focus 

on a specific domain, electronic cigarettes, and analyze the health-related effects reported 

by online users. 

In the second direction of this thesis, we developed a query framework to help 

users efficiently explore health-related data, present in either online social media or other 

medical documents, by exploiting the relationships between the network users or the 

concepts inside the documents. Our solution is generalized to other domains with similar 

properties, such as general purpose social networks. We refer to this problem as keyword 

querying on graph-annotated documents, where we query documents annotated by 

interconnected entities, which are related to each other through association graphs. Our 

novel framework balances the importance of text relevance and semantic relevance 

through the graph. 
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Chapter 1 

 

1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation  

The rising volume of internet activity over the past few years, with half of the 

world’s population are online today [1], has affected nearly every aspect of our lives. 

Social media platforms with their nature of allowing people from various backgrounds to 

connect, collaborate, and engage in different ways, has annual growth of 21% since 2016, 

with billions of users who form 37% of the world’s population [1]. Social media brings a 

new dimension to health care as it allows patients, health care professionals, and public to 

communicate and share health information with the opportunity of improving health 

outcomes. A national survey shows that 72% of adults have searched online for a range 

of health issues, while 26% of adults state they have watched or read other people’s 

health experience, and 16% of adults have looked online to find others who share the 

same health concerns [2]. The massive user-generated data from health-related social 

media, if properly mined and analyzed, can be used efficiently by researchers, public and 

private heath care sectors to augment traditional health-related data sources (like 

electronic medical records), and improve quality of services and products. However, it is 

challenging to search and analyze this data, due to the informal writing style and 

specialized vocabulary used amongst health social media members, data collection and 
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the missing values, extracting health-related terms from social posts, and building 

domain-specific classifiers.  

 

1.2 Research Problems 

This thesis implemented two key approaches for advancing research in health care 

informatics, and analyzing the content of health-related social media to help users 

efficiently explore health-related data. Firstly, I analyzed three different types of health-

related social media: general Web-based social networks, drug review websites, and 

health Web forums. I presented different aspects of the data analysis, including 

demographics, sentiment and emotions, top distinctive terms, top medical concepts, and 

users’ intent. Secondly, I proposed an original query framework to answer keyword 

queries on graph-annotated documents. I next summarize the research of each chapter of 

this thesis. 

 

A Study of the Demographics of Web-Based Health-Related Social Media Users 

With regard to the first approach, I analyzed two different dimension of the data 

discovered on health-related social media, namely users’ demographics and posts’ 

content. I analyzed the users’ demographics of health-related social media to identify 

possible links to health care disparities. 

The challenge of health care disparities, where two population groups receive 

unequal services [3], has been monitored and analyzed across various dimensions of 

social determinants in health, including education and income, environmental hazards, 
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and health outcomes such as mortality, morbidity, and behavioral risk factors [4]. 

Nevertheless, despite the increasing volume of social media use during the contemporary 

period, the possible health care disparity has not been investigated in relation to social 

media engagement. 

For this study, three different types of Web-based social media were utilized to 

obtain data: (1) general Web-based social networks, namely Google+ and Twitter; (2) 

drug review websites, and (3) health Web forums. We examined the following 

demographics attributes: gender, age, ethnicity, geographical location, and writing level. 

Because a number of the sources did not report all demographics attributes, we built and 

evaluated domain-specific classifiers to estimate the missing data when possible. Our 

findings revealed significant and unanticipated disparities of the various demographic 

groups’ participation. 

A complete analysis of the demographics data is presented in Chapter 2.    

 

Demographic-Based Content Analysis of Web-Based Health-Related Social Media 

Additionally, I analyzed Web-based health-related social media content in relation 

to the demographic data that had previously been collected and assessed, in order to 

identify popular topics discussed by certain demographic groups through different social 

media, which will assist with guiding research and educational activities. 

Previous works have analyzed health-related social media and their content to 

evaluate their effectiveness for enhancing communication between patients and health 

care providers [5]–[8]. However, no previous research has investigated how various 
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demographic populations engage with health-related social media, thus we decided to 

assess this issue. 

For this problem, we collected data from three types of health-related social 

media: (1) general Web-based social networks, namely Google+ and Twitter; (2) drug 

review websites, and (3) health Web forums, covering a total of 6 million users and 20 

million posts. Our analysis considered five demographic attributes: gender, age, ethnicity, 

location, and writing level. For each demographic attribute, we analyzed the posts’ 

contents across different dimensions: sentiment and emotion; top distinctive terms, and 

top medical concepts, including disorders and drugs. Our results can contribute to 

knowledge through various means, including guidance of educational initiatives, 

advertisement of associated products, assistance to funding agencies to better allocate 

resources, alongside an effective understanding of health disparities in health-related 

social media. 

A complete analysis has been presented in Chapter 3. 

 

Intent Classification of Health-Related Social Media 

In this section, I analyzed the content of health-related social media in-depth, by 

classifying the intent of users in order to determine how they engage and share 

information across the different social media applications.  

The use of health-related social media has increased in the last few year, with 

72% of adults stating that they have searched for health condition information online [2]. 

Using health-related social media, patients seek online communities to interact with other 
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patients, as a means of sharing information and requesting or providing mutual support 

[9]–[11]. We analyzed two types of health-related social media: (1) general Web-based 

social networks, namely Google+ and Twitter, and (2) health Web forums. We randomly 

selected posts from each source, then manually identified and determined the intents 

based on the post content. For health Web forums, we identified four intents as follows: 

share experience, ask for advice, request/give support, and talking about family. For 

general Web-based social networks, we identified five additional intents: share news, 

jokes, ads, personal opinion, and educational materials. We labeled the posts according to 

each intent, and use supervised learning classifier to train the data if there were sufficient 

posts. The classifiers with greater accuracy were utilized to label the rest of our posts. We 

analyzed and categorized the content based on the associated demographic data when 

possible. 

A complete explanation and analysis of this section is provided in Chapter 4. 

 

Mining for Online Health-Related Effects Associated with Electronic Cigarettes 

For this chapter, I analyzed the content associated with electronic cigarette- also 

known as e-cigarette- users, to better comprehend the symptoms and disorders associated 

with smoking e-cigarettes. 

E-cigarettes have been designed to mitigate the health problems resulting from 

cigarette smoking. The ‘harm reduction’, as it is commonly advertised deliver the 

nicotine using battery-powered vaporization of a mixture of nicotine and propylene-
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glycol solution [12]. Regardless, the health consequences of using e-cigarette products 

has not been studied in-depth.  

For this research, we analyzed the data we collected from a reputable e-cigarette 

forum, and identified any stated health-related affects associated with smoking e-

cigarettes. We analyzed the collected data further, by using a modified version of 

MetaMap tool[13], to extract references to medical concepts, alongside a measurement of 

the sentiments of all posts using a supervised learning classifier. 

A comprehensive analysis of health-associated consequences of using e-cigarettes 

is presented in Chapter 5. 

 

Querying Documents Annotated by Interconnected Entities 

In this problem, I help users to retrieve the most relevant documents when they 

query a collection of documents annotated by interconnected entities. 

 Large number of applications have a collection of text documents that are 

annotated by entities, which are related to each other through association graphs. An 

example of such applications is PubMed documents (or Electronic Medical Records), 

where documents are annotated with a set of MeSH (Medical Subject Heading) concepts, 

and the associations between these concepts being defined by the MeSH ontology. A 

further example is social networks, where every post is annotated with the author’s ID, 

with all the users connected through a friendship graph. For this research, we investigated 

the problem where a query specifies one or more graph entities, in addition to the 

keywords. Existing research has incorporated semi-structured data, such as controlled 
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vocabularies and knowledge bases, as a means of improving the quality of ranking by 

expanding the queries’ entities [14]–[16]. However, in our problem the entities are 

provided by the users as a query component. Consequently, we proposed an original 

query framework, ‘keyword queries on graph-annotated documents’, which balances the 

importance of text relevance and semantic relevance. 

A full presentation of the study of this problem is presented in Chapter 6.  

The thesis is concluded in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

 

2 A Study of the Demographics of Web-Based Health-

Related Social Media Users 

Background: The rapid spread of Web-based social media in recent years has impacted 

how patients share health-related information. However, little work has studied the 

demographics of these users. 

Objective: Our aim was to study the demographics of users who participate in health-

related Web-based social outlets to identify possible links to health care disparities. 

Methods: We analyze and compare three different types of health-related social outlets: 

(1) general Web-based social networks, Twitter and Google+, (2) drug review websites, 

and (3) health Web forums. We focus on the following demographic attributes: age, 

gender, ethnicity, location, and writing level. We build and evaluate domain-specific 

classifiers to infer missing data where possible. The estimated demographic statistics are 

compared against various baselines, such as Internet and social networks usage of the 

population. 

Results: We found that (1) drug review websites and health Web forums are dominated 

by female users, (2) the participants of health-related social outlets are generally older 

with the exception of the 65+ years bracket, (3) blacks are underrepresented in health-

related social networks, (4) users in areas with better access to health care participate 
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more in Web-based health-related social outlets, and (5) the writing level of users in 

health-related social outlets is significantly lower than the reading level of the population. 

Conclusions: We identified interesting and actionable disparities in the participation of 

various demographic groups to various types of health-related social outlets. These 

disparities are significantly distinct from the disparities in Internet usage or general social 

outlets participation. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Social media have been employed in many industries to engage consumers. The 

healthcare industry has moved at a slower pace in incorporating social media because of 

inherent risks such as patient privacy, but recently this rate has increased to fulfill the 

consumers’ needs [17]. Moreover, some companies use social media to provide their 

employees with wellness videos to cut their health care costs [18]. 

At the same time, healthcare disparity is a well-studied problem in which two 

population groups receive unequal services [3]. This problem has been analyzed across 

various dimensions relating to social determinants in health, including: education and 

income, environmental hazards, and health outcomes including mortality, morbidity, and 

behavioral risk factors [19]. However, healthcare disparity has not been studied in terms 

of social media participation. This is important as Internet access and participation in 

health communities has the potential to improve health outcomes [4]. Hence, 

understanding the demographics of social outlets, which is the focus of this paper, may 

shed light to another facet of healthcare disparity.  
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To cover different types of online social outlets, we collected data from three types 

of sources: (i) general Online Social Networks, namely Google+ and Twitter (ii) drug 

review websites, and (iii) health web forums. We measure the following demographic 

attributes: age, gender, ethnicity, location, and writing level. Unfortunately, much of this 

information is unavailable for some, or all, of the sources. For that, we built and 

evaluated three classifiers for gender, ethnicity and writing level. User names were used 

for the gender and ethnicity classifiers. Writing level for users was calculated using 

modified reading level formula to ignore very long incomprehensible sentences.  To 

extract the location of a post, we use a geocoding API.  

 

2.2 Related work 

2.2.1 Health-related social outlets analysis 

Many researchers have explored the effectiveness of online social media in 

changing and improving the communication between providers and patients. According 

to Kane et al. [20], 60 million Americans are using Health 2.0 applications – social 

networks focused specifically on healthcare; further, approximately 40% of Americans 

find an opinion in social media is more trustworthy if it conflicts with a professional’s 

opinion or diagnosis. Hackworth and Kunz [21], found that 80% of American adults have 

looked online for health-related topics. Recently, there is increased interest in analyzing 

the health-related content of social media [17]. Denecke and Nejdl [6], analyzed medical 

concepts mentioned in medical social media posts from different sources to differentiate 

between informative and affective posts. They found that patients and nurses tend to 
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share personal experiences, while physicians share health-related information. Lu et al. 

[7], studied the content of three disease-specific health communities and their relationship 

to five informative topics: symptoms, complications, examination, drugs and procedures. 

For example, users with breast cancer are more likely to discuss about examination, while 

users with lung cancer are more likely to discuss about symptoms. Wiley et al. [8], 

analyzed the content of online social media related to pharmaceutical drugs across several 

dimensions, including frequently mentioned diseases, keywords and sentiment. While the 

aforementioned work examined health-related social media and their content, none of 

them studied the demographics of the participating users, which is studied in this work. 

2.2.2 Measure and estimate demographics of social outlets users 

Survey- and classifier-based methods have been proposed: (a) Survey-based: In 

2012, a Pew Research study showed that women, age 30 to 49, are more likely to 

participate in social media websites, where 75% of users are white [22]. eMarkter found 

that 68.9% of Hispanics use social media compared to 66.2% of the total population; 

further, they showed that Hispanics are more likely to compare products online while 

shopping and write reviews on products [23]. However, no research has focused on 

health-related social media.  (b) Classifier-based: Mislove et al. [24], built methods to 

estimate both gender and ethnicity for Twitter users using the 1000 most popular first 

names reported by the U.S. Social Security Administration and frequently occurring 

surnames reported by 2000 U.S. Census. Gender and ethnicity methods used the reported 

first name and last name respectively.  Mandel et al. [25], analyzed the tweets related to 

Hurricane Irene using Mislove’s gender classifier. We build on Mislove’s work when 
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creating our classifiers. While we also classify gender using first names, we extended 

these methods to screen names when first name is not present. A related work for 

estimating reading levels of the U.S. population [26] was presented to discuss limitations 

of low literacy patients. We measured the writing level based on this work since we 

didn’t encounter any similar work.  

 

2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Datasets 

Our analysis used data collected from three different types of health social outlets: 

general social networks, drug review websites, and health web forums (Table 2.1). 

Google+ and Twitter were chosen as general social networks based on their popularity 

and number of users (we do not study Facebook, because it offers no public interfaces to 

access its data). For drug review websites and health web forums, three websites were 

selected for each, where we considered their breadth of topics and popularity. Figure 2.1 

shows the overall process of our analysis, and table 2.1 shows key statistics of each 

source including number of users, number of posts and average sentence length. More 

information about the sources including start and end date is available in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.1 Overview of the data collection and analysis process. 

 

Table 2.1 The total number of users, posts and average sentences length for each source. 

Dataset No. of users No. of posts 
Average sentence 

length (in words) 

TwitterHealth [27] 5,095,849 11,637,888 10.82 

Google+Health [28] 86,749 186,666 9.03 

Drugs.com [29] 74,461 74,461 13.85 

DailyStrength / 
Treatments [30] 

213,524 1,055,603 11.92 

WebMD / Drugs [31] 122,040 122,040 13.53 

Drugs.com / Answers [32] 201,126 5,948,877 6.59 

DailyStrength / Forums 
[33] 

165,045 1,128,629 13.2 

WebMD [34] 155,912 320,118 15.37 
 

Table 2.2 shows which of the sources provide data for each of the five 

demographic attributes. Two demographics attributes are not present in any source: 

ethnicity and writing level; therefore, we created methods to automatically classify these 

attributes, along with gender for the sources where it is unavailable. 
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Table 2.2 List of all used sources with the available attributes. No indicates that the 

demographic attribute is not provided by the source. Yes indicates that the demographic 

attribute is provided by the source. Each classifier uses a distinct part of the user profile 

as denoted by the superscripts, where f stands for first name, l for last name, and s for 

screen name. The writing level classifier uses Flesch Kincaid measure based on all user’s 

posts [35]. 

Dataset Age Gender Ethnicity Location 
Writing 

level 

TwitterHealth  NO 
Gender 

classifierf 
Ethnicity 
classifierl 

YES 
Writing 

level 
classifier Google+Health  YES YES YES 

Drugs.com  NO 
Gender 

classifiers 
NO NO 

Writing 
level 

classifier 

DailyStrength / 
Treatments   

YES YES NO YES 

WebMD / Drugs  YES YES NO NO 

Drugs.com / 
Answers  

NO 
Gender 

classifiers 
NO NO 

Writing 
level 

classifier 

DailyStrength / 
Forums  

YES YES NO YES 

WebMD  NO 
Gender 

classifiers 
NO NO 

 

 

To filter health-related posts from Twitter and Google+, we built a list of 276 

representative health-related keywords based on five categories. (i) Drugs: first we 

obtained a list of the 200 most popular drugs by prescriptions dispensed from RxList.com 

[36]. We then removed variants of the same drug (e.g., different milligram dosages) 

resulting in 125 unique drug names. (ii) Hashtags: we selected 11 popular health-related 
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Twitter hashtags such as #HCSM (Healthcare Communications & Social Media). 

(iii) Disorders: we selected 81 popular disorders such as cancer and 

Alzheimer. (iv) Pharmaceuticals: we selected the 12 largest pharmaceutical companies 

such as Pfizer. (v) Insurance: We selected 44 of the biggest insurances such as Medicare 

and Humana. A complete list of used keywords can be found in table B.1 of Appendix B. 

We used the Twitter streaming API [37], with these keywords as filters, to obtain 

the relevant tweets for our TwitterHealth dataset. Our Google+Health dataset was 

collected via the Google+ API [38], where each health-related keyword was used as a 

query to find relevant posts. For the drug review websites and health web forums, we 

built custom crawlers in Java using the jsoup [39] library for crawling and parsing the 

HTML content. For each source, we collected the available data, including user 

information, posts, disorder or condition under which a discussion appears, keywords, 

tags, etc. We emphasize that we only collected publicly available data in accordance with 

each site’s terms of use; no private data was collected. 

2.3.2 User demographics estimation methods 

We chose five demographic attributes as shown in Table 2.2: gender, age, 

ethnicity, location and writing level. Since these attributes are not available in every 

source, we created several classifiers to derive missing attributes as specified in Table 

2.2. Note that we do not fill missing values of users for sources that provide this 

information for at least some of their users, e.g., if a user does not provide her age in 

Google+, we just ignore this user from the age-related analysis. Table D.1 of Appendix D 

shows the percentages of users who report each attribute in each source. 
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Gender 

Four out of eight sources (Google+Health, DailyDtrength/Treatments, 

WebMD/Drugs, and DailyStrength/Forums) allow users to report their gender (as shown 

in Table 2.2). Approximately 80% of the users of these sources chose to report it; thus, 

the reported gender was used for these sources.  

For the other sources where gender is not available, we extended the methods of 

Mislove et al. [24] to classify gender using the reported first name of users, if available; 

otherwise we extracted first names from user screen names. Note that screen names have 

not been used before, to the best of our knowledge, for gender estimation. In particular, 

we first collected the 1000 most popular male and female birth names reported by the 

U.S. Social Security Administration [40] for each year from 1935 to 1995. Thus, we 

collected the names of people currently (2014) having age from 19 – 79 years old, which 

constitute about 73.9% of the population [41]. There are 55,973 unique names in total. 

We further filtered this list to remove names with an aggregated frequency less than 

10,000 or a discriminative gender probability less than 95%. The resultant list contained 

1328 names. For TwitterHealth and google+, we checked if one of these 1328 first names 

is contained in the user-specified name to classify the user’s gender. We first cleaned the 

first name by removing non alphabetical characters and then performed case-insensitive 

string matching. Gender classifier evaluation is reported in section C.1 of Appendix C; 

the accuracy ranges from 76% to 99%. 
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Age 

Similarly, age was also reported in four sources (Google+Health, 

DailyStrength/Treatments, WebMD/Drugs, and DailyStrength/Forums); three sources 

display the age as a single number, whereas one source displays age as a range (e.g., 35-

45). Approximately 61% of the users of these sources reported their age. When users 

provide an age range, the total number of users for each range is distributed uniformly to 

each year in the range. Ages are then grouped into five age groups: 0-17, 18-34, 35-44, 

45-64, and 65 years and older. These age ranges are also used by the U.S. Census [42]. 

Ethnicity 

The ethnicity of the users is not reported in any of the sources that we study; 

therefore, we created an ethnicity classifier similar to Mislove et al, [24]. The 2000 U.S. 

Census, which is the most recent available, reports the distribution of ethnicities for each 

last name (last names with less than 100 individuals were omitted) [43]. For example, the 

distribution for Hernadez is reported as 4.55% White, 0.38% Black, 0.27% Asian, and 

93.81% Hispanic. We filtered this list to remove the last names with a frequency less than 

1000, or where the discriminative probability of the majority ethnicity is less than 80%. 

We then use the ethnicity with the majority probability to classify ethnicity based on last 

name for sources that include the last name of users (Google+Health and TwitterHealth). 

We understand that race and ethnicity are not the same especially when referring to 

Hispanics, but in this paper, we try to simplify the presentation by only reporting 

ethnicity, that is, we do not distinguish groups like White Hispanic vs Black Hispanic, 

but only Hispanic. For the other sources (health web forums and drug review websites), 
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which do not have user names, we found that using the screen name for ethnicity 

estimation is inaccurate, and hence we do not report on the ethnicity of these sources. 

Ethnicity labeling and classifier evaluation is reported in section C.2 of Appendix C. 

Location 

Location is reported in four sources: the two general social networks 

(TwitterHealth, Google+Health), one drug review website (DailyStrength/Treatments), 

and one health web forum (DailyStrength/Forums); approximately 62% of users reported 

their locations. For TwitterHealth and Google+Health, users report their location using a 

single string (e.g., “NY, NY”).  Thus, these strings are further processed to obtain 

structured locations (e.g., state: New York, city: New York). In particular, non-

alphanumeric characters and extra spaces were removed, and location strings with a 

frequency less than 14 were removed. This left us with about 60% of TwitterHealth and 

Google+Health users with location strings. Each location string was mapped to a location 

(city, state, country) using the Google Geocoding API [38]. We focus on U.S. users and 

hence we remove users from other countries. DailyStrength/Treatments and 

DailyStrength/Forums list the user’s city and state separately; thus, we use the reported 

state for these sources. 

Writing Level 

Different methods and formulas for measuring readability are available using 

different factors such as average number of syllables per words, average number of words 

per sentences, or average number of letters per words. In our work, we used the Flesch-
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Kincaid Grade Level [35] formula to estimate the writing level (values generally 

correspond to school grades 1-12) of the users: 

FKRA = (0.39 x ASL) + (11.8 x ASW) - 15.59 

where ASL is the Average Sentence Length, and ASW is the Average number of Syllable 

per Word.  

Note that since we can only observe the text authored by users, we measure the 

writing level and not the reading level; however, we use the reading level formula since 

no alternative formula for the writing level exists. The writing level of a user is computed 

using the above equation by concatenating all of the user’s posts and personal 

description; links and hashtags from tweets are removed, and users with less than 100 

words in total are ignored. We found that very high reading level was being assigned to 

users that write very long incomprehensible sentences. This is a case that was not 

considered by the original FKRA formula which assumed that the text is grammatically 

and syntactically correct (e.g., the text of a novel). For that, we omit sentences with more 

than 30 words.  

 

2.4 Results 

To put our results in perspective, we compare them with other general demographics 

statistics. The population and Internet usage for each demographic group was obtained 

from the U.S. Census [41], [42], while other statistics for Twitter, and Google+ came 

from other sources [22], [43]–[45]. Further, we compare the demographics of the users 

participating in health-related discussions on Twitter and Google+ to the overall 
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demographics of the users in these sites. All our results are statistically significant, except 

the comparison between health web forums and drug review websites with respect to 

gender and age group (0-17). Also, there is no significant difference between 

Google+Health and Drug Review Websites for age group (35-44).  

2.4.1 Gender 

As shown in Table 2.3, the gender distribution in the population and Internet 

usage is almost the same, and there is a slight difference for general social networks. Our 

first key finding is that drug review websites and health web forums are dominated by 

female users; the number of female users is almost four times larger than that of male 

users. TwitterHealth and Google+Health have similar gender ratios when compared to the 

overall user base of Twitter and Google+. 

 

Table 2.3 Gender distribution for TwitterHealth, Google+Health, drug reviews, health 

Web forums, compared to other relevant populations. The results in italics indicate results 

from this work. Non-italicized results are reported in the respective citations. 

Source F M 

Population [41] 51.05% 48.95% 

Internet Use [42] 51.63% 48.37% 

General social networks [22] 54.68% 45.32% 

Twitter [44] 57.00% 43.00% 

Google+ [44] 37.00% 63.00% 

TwitterHealth 51.81% 48.19% 

Google+Health 35.36% 64.64% 

Drug Review Websites  78.48% 21.52% 

Health Web Forums  78.41% 21.59% 
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The finding that women use health forums much more than men is partially 

supported by previous research, which shows that women report ill health more 

frequently than men [46]. In contrast, this is not true for Twitter and Google+, which are 

dominated by news exchanges [47]. 

2.4.2 Age 

Table 2.4 reports the age distribution of users in the studied online social outlets 

and in other relevant sources, to put the results in perspective. Age groups were chosen 

based on Census; hence, we understand that the age ranges are not equal, but since our 

main goal is comparing the demographics of online health social outlets to other statistics 

such as internet usage, we chose to follow the Census age ranges in computer and internet 

access. Further, we provide population distribution in the same table to compare each 

group size with others. One-fifth of Internet users are in the group 0-17; this percentage 

drops to approximately 1% for drug review websites and health web forums. The 

majority of users on drug review websites are between 45 and 64 years old, and drug 

reviews have more users over 65 years than any other source; this is expected as older 

patients use more medications [48]. However, the percentage of drug review users above 

65 is slightly lower than the percentage of internet users over 65, which means that older 

people still have low participation in Health 2.0 sites. Also, the 18-34 age group 

dominates health web forums, which is congruent with general social networks usage 

[45]. To summarize, our second key finding is that the participants of health-related 

social outlets are generally older than those of general-purpose social forums, but still 
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relatively low in the 65+ bracket; this is expected to change in the near future based on 

the participation statistics in the 45-64 bracket. 

 

Table 2.4 Age distribution for Google+Health, drug reviews, health forums, and other 

relevant populations. The results in italics indicate results from this work. Non-italicized 

results are reported in the respective citations. 

Source 
0-17 

years 

18-34 

years 

35-44 

years 

45-64 

years 

65+ 

years 

Population [41] 24.00% 23.11% 12.93% 26.53% 13.44% 

Internet Use [42] 19.30% 27.55% 14.99% 28.36% 9.80% 

General social networks 
[22] 

14.58% 27.43% 20.68% 30.98% 6.32% 

Google+ [49] 8.08% 71.61% 11.08% 7.82% 1.42% 

Google+Health 3.42% 53.21% 21.89% 19.02% 2.46% 

Drug Review Websites 1.05% 31.13% 22.36% 36.84% 8.62% 

Health Web Forums 1.03% 39.80% 25.81% 28.95% 4.41% 
 

2.4.3 Ethnicity 

For the ethnicity and location analyses we focus on the US population, in order to 

compare to available U.S. census statistics. Table 2.5 shows the results of our ethnicity 

analysis. Recall that users’ ethnicity in Google+Health and TwitterHealth is classified 

using our last name-based classifier. Our third key observation is Blacks are 

underrepresented in health-related social network discussions (Google+Health, 

TwitterHealth). 
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Table 2.5 Ethnicity distribution for TwitterHealth, Google+Health, and other relevant 

populations. 

Source Asian Black Hispanic White 

Population [50] 4.5% 12.2% 15.8% 65.1% 

Internet Use [42] 5.46% 11.67% 13.94% 67.21% 

General social networks [22] 5.26% 12.10% 14.53% 66.46% 

Twitter [51] N/A 9% 12% 71% 

TwitterHealth 3.24% 0.33% 23.46% 72.98% 

Google+Health 5.6% 0.28% 17.4% 76.6% 
  

2.4.4 Location 

In Figure 2.2, we show the distribution of users for each online health social 

outlets type, normalized by state population. Figure 2.2(A) shows the distribution of users 

in health web forums, figure 2.2(B) shows the distribution of users in drug reviews 

websites, figure 2.2(C) shows the distribution of users in TwitterHealth, and figure 2.2(D) 

shows the distribution of users in Google+Health combined. 

To better understand these results, we created Table 2.6, which shows the 

correlation across all states between the normalized (by population) number of users in 

various health social outlets, and other societal measures.  (More details are available in 

section D.2 of Appendix D). Our fourth key finding is that users in areas with higher 

income and more access to healthcare are more likely to participate in online health 

outlets, and particularly in web forums and drug review sites, which are the primary 

social sites for health-related information sharing [8]. Further, we see that in Twitter and 

Google+ the correlation with the number of physicians and education is higher. 
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Figure 2.2 Per state capita number of users in (A) health web forums, (B) drug review 

websites, (C) TwitterHealth, and (D) Google+Health. 

 

 

A reason could be that 59.1% of the about 878,194 US active physicians [52] participate 

in these networks [53], which is a significant number, as the geolocated subsets of the 

Google+Health and TwitterHealth datasets only contain 882,207 users in the U.S. The 

high correlation with education may be explained by the high percentage (91%) of 

Twitter users with college degree or higher [54]. 
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Table 2.6 Correlation across all states between the normalized (per capita) number of 

users for each type of health social outlets, and each state’s population, normalized 

number of Internet users, normalized number of physicians, normalized number of 

uninsured patients, average annual income and percentage of population with college 

degree or higher. 

Correlation 

Health 

Web 

Forums 

Drug 

Review 

Websites 

TwitterHealth Google+Health Google+ 

Internet usage 
[42] 

0.19 0.28 0.01 -0.01 0.00 

No. of 
physician [52] 

0.37 0.19 0.88 0.80 0.44 

Uninsured 
population [55] 

-0.40 -0.40 -0.17 -0.11 -0.10 

Annual Income 
[56] 

0.38 0.27 0.17 0.25 0.26 

Education 
(ratio of people 
with college 
degree) [57] 

0.35 0.22 0.56 0.63 0.54 

 

2.4.5 Writing Level 

The writing level, as previously mentioned, is measured using a standard reading 

level formula that assigns a school grade to the given text. For example, when a person 

writes text at a 5th grade reading level, it implies that his or her writing should be 

understood by people that have passed the 5th grade. Table 2.7 reports our results for 

writing level of health social outlets users. We see that Google+Health users have 

generally higher writing level than the rest sources, which may mean that more of the 

Google+Health users are professional accounts.   
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Next, we try to put these findings in perspective. Unfortunately, related work only 

reports on reading levels (and not writing levels) of the U.S. population participating in 

social outlets. Thus, we compare our results in Table 2.7 to Figure 2.3, which reports the 

reading level of the general U.S. population [26]. 

 

Table 2.7 Writing Level distribution for TwitterHealth, Google+Health, drug reviews, 

and health forums. 

Source 0 to 5 6 to 9 10 to 16 

TwitterHealth 37.77% 51.09% 11.13% 

Google+Health 6.45% 55.63% 37.91% 

Drug Review Websites 30.42% 66.17% 3.41% 

Health Web Forums 28.79% 68.24% 2.98% 
 

Our fifth key finding is that the writing level in health social outlets (Table 2.7) is 

generally lower than the reading level of the population (Figure 2.3). Thus users/patients 

can easily comprehend the posts and hence benefit from the experiences of other users. 

 

Figure 2.3 Reading level of U.S. Population [26]. 
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The benefit of social interaction with respect to health empowerment has been 

demonstrated before [58]. In an online epilepsy community, 59% of patients found 

another patient who is experiencing the same symptoms, 58% had a better understanding 

of seizures, and 55% learned more about treatments and symptoms. 

2.4.6 Statistical Significance Tests 

Tables 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 report the p-values for Pearson’s Chi Squared test of 

independence and the Mann-Whitney U test. Note that we only compute significance 

values between sources that we have analyzed and not between our sources and sources 

analyzed by other works (such as Google+ [28]) since we don’t have the raw data for 

those sources. 

Table 2.8 p-values for Pearson’s Chi Squared test of independence.   

 
Gender Age Ethnicity 

Writing 

Level 

TwitterHealth vs. Google+Health < 0.001 N/A < 0.001 < 0.001 

TwitterHealth  vs. Health Web 
Forums 

< 0.001 N/A < 0.001 < 0.001 

TwitterHealth  vs. Drug Review 
Websites 

< 0.001 N/A < 0.001 < 0.001 

Google+Health vs. Health Web 
Forums 

< 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Google+Health vs. Drug Review 
Websites 

< 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Health Web Forums vs. Drug 
Review Websites 

< 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 
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Table 2.9 p-values for Mann-Whitney U test 

 

TwitterHealth 

vs. 

Google+Health 

TwitterHealth  vs. 

Health Web 

Forums 

TwitterHealth  

vs. Drug Review 

Websites 

Gender - Male < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Gender - Female < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Age (0-17) N/A N/A N/A 

Age (18-34) N/A N/A N/A 

Age (35-44) N/A N/A N/A 

Age (45-64) N/A N/A N/A 

Age (>=65) N/A N/A N/A 

Ethnicity (White) < 0.001 < 0.0001 < 0.00001 

Ethnicity (Black) 0.6339 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Ethnicity (Asian) < 0.00001 < 0.001 < 0.01 

Ethnicity (Hispanic) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Writing Level (0-5) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Writing Level (6-9) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Writing Level (10-16) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

 

Table 2.10 p-values for Mann-Whitney U test 

 

Google+Health 

vs. Health Web 

Forums 

Google+Health vs. 

Drug Review 

Websites 

Health Web 

Forums vs. Drug 

Review Websites 

Gender - Male < 0.00001 < 0.00001 0.5797 

Gender - Female < 0.00001 < 0.00001 0.5797 

Age (0-17) < 0.001 < 0.001 0.5144 

Age (18-34) < 0.0001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Age (35-44) 0.01661 0.7747 < 0.00001 

Age (45-64) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Age (>=65) 0.01066 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Ethnicity (White) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 0.1316 

Ethnicity (Black) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 0.0944 

Ethnicity (Asian) < 0.00001 < 0.001 0.8054 

Ethnicity (Hispanic) < 0.001 < 0.00001 0.6503 

Writing Level (0-5) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Writing Level (6-9) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 < 0.00001 

Writing Level (10-16) < 0.00001 < 0.00001 0.00516 
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2.5 Discussion 

Our results can help healthcare providers customize educational campaigns for 

different groups. For example, white women should be informed to a larger extend on the 

possible misinformation spreading in health web forums, since they participate much 

more.  

 Regarding mitigating ethnicity-based healthcare disparities, we found that Twitter 

and Google+ are more effective in reaching out to Hispanics about healthcare offerings. 

However, this is not true for black ethnicity, who are not overrepresented in any health 

social outlet. This means that there is no single outlet to reach black population, which 

has been shown to receive worse health care by about 40% comparing to white 

population [59].   

Advertisers may use our results to decide on the best sites to advertise their 

products; for instance, drug review websites are more appropriate than Google+ to 

advertise drugs for the 45-64 age bracket, but the opposite is true for the 18-34 age 

bracket. Further, drug reviews websites and health web forums are better to target female 

when advertising for their products than other health social outlets. 

In the age results section, we found that younger groups (18-34 years old) 

participate in large numbers to health forums, which may sound counterintuitive. By 

analyzing posts for this age bracket, we found the most popular keywords are related to 

pregnancy such as birth control, ovulation, and miscarriage. On the other hand, their 

participation is lower for drug review websites. A possible explanation may be that often 
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patients who talk about pregnancy are not taking any drugs, compared to other conditions 

like diabetes, where drugs are more common. 

 We also attempt to explain the disparities in the participation in health social 

outlets based on socioeconomic factors through the state-level participation distributions. 

Our results in Table 2.6 show that less access to physicians does not lead to higher 

participation in health social outlets as one would expect. In contrast, it seems that the 

participation to such outlets is correlated with the access to healthcare and the average 

income . 

The weak but positive correlation between income and participation to health web 

forums and drug review sites may be partially attributed to the higher internet usage of 

the more affluent groups, as shown in Table 2.6.  Another possible explanation is that 

lower income or uninsured persons are more likely to be part of a community with 

healthcare disparities [50]. The positive correlation between education and participation 

in health social outlets, especially Google+Health and TwitterHealth, may be partially 

explained by the fact that people with college degree are less likely to be uninsured, since 

10% only of college graduates are uninsured, compared to 40% of adults who have not 

graduated from high school [60]. In addition, 60% of uninsured people are from families 

with low income [61], and the group of people with income lower than 30K is the lowest 

group in terms of accessing health information [62], Hence, our results show that people 

with low income have less access to health information.  

On the other hand, we found that the content in health social outlets is easy to 

understand for almost all users, given the low writing level. That is, the well-known 
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health literacy issue, which is more severe in low-income and lower education 

populations [4], does not seem to apply to online health social outlets. Of course, the low 

writing level does not address the issue of language, as many low income and education 

users in the U.S. do not speak English at home [62]. 

2.5.1 Limitations 

Our ethnicity and gender classifiers are not perfect, as shown in Appendix C, and 

thus introduce an error into our analyses. This issue is less significant for gender, since 

out of all users included in our gender analysis for health web forums and drug review 

websites, a majority of the users (over 94%) report their gender, and hence the classifier 

was only used for 6% of users.  Further, a majority of users in drug review websites and 

health web forums are female, and our gender classifier obtained an accuracy greater than 

99% for females when using screen name.  

Another limitation is the informal writing style of social media posts, as our 

writing level method uses the average sentence length, which expects that posts are 

properly punctuated. We addressed this limitation to some degree by only considering 

sentences of a reasonable length (less than 30 words). Estimating writing level could have 

been improved by considering other features like typos or spelling mistakes. Further, it 

would be useful to measure the quality of the posted information, in addition to just the 

writing level. This is a very hard problem, which we leave as future work. 

Since all the attributes are reported by users, there is inevitably self-selection bias. 

In particular, gender, age, and location are not mandatory in any site. For instance, older 

people may choose not to report their age. Moreover, choosing to report the real names, 
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or posting profile pictures could also create self-selection bias in our gender and ethnicity 

classifiers. There may also be various types or degrees of bias across different outlets. For 

instance, WebMD users may use their real name less frequently than Twitter users. This 

in turn may bias the study results, especially for ethnicity where we depend completely 

on the classifier results. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

We studied user demographics in online health social outlets, which we split into 

three different types: social networks, drug review websites, and health web forums. The 

distributions of the demographic attributes – gender, age, ethnicity, location and writing 

level – have been analyzed for each source type and compared with relevant baseline user 

distributions like Internet and general social outlets participation. The results reveal 

interesting and often unexpected disparities with respect to all demographic attributes.  
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Chapter 3 

 

3 Demographic-Based Content Analysis of Web-Based 

Health-Related Social Media 

Background: An increasing number of patients from diverse demographic groups share 

and search for health-related information on Web-based social media. However, little is 

known about the content of the posted information with respect to the users’ 

demographics. 

Objective: The aims of this study were to analyze the content of Web-based health-

related social media based on users’ demographics to identify which health topics are 

discussed in which social media by which demographic groups and to help guide 

educational and research activities. 

Methods: We analyze 3 different types of health-related social media: (1) general Web-

based social networks Twitter and Google+; (2) drug review websites; and (3) health 

Web forums, with a total of about 6 million users and 20 million posts. We analyzed the 

content of these posts based on the demographic group of their authors, in terms of 

sentiment and emotion, top distinctive terms, and top medical concepts. 

Results: The results of this study are: (1) Pregnancy is the dominant topic for female 

users in drug review websites and health Web forums, whereas for male users, it is 

cardiac problems, HIV, and back pain, but this is not the case for Twitter; (2) younger 

users (0-17 years) mainly talk about attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and 
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depression-related drugs, users aged 35-44 years discuss about multiple sclerosis (MS) 

drugs, and middle-aged users (45-64 years) talk about alcohol and smoking; (3) users 

from the Northeast United States talk about physical disorders, whereas users from the 

West United States talk about mental disorders and addictive behaviors; (4) Users with 

higher writing level express less anger in their posts. 

Conclusion: We studied the popular topics and the sentiment based on users' 

demographics in Web-based health-related social media. Our results provide valuable 

information, which can help create targeted and effective educational campaigns and 

guide experts to reach the right users on Web-based social chatter. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

As Web-based social media are growing in popularity, the number of people who 

share their experiences or ask for support in health-related social media has also 

increased [63]. Fox and Jones have found that 41% of e-patients have read someone 

else’s commentary or experience about health on a Web-based news group, website, or 

blog [64]. Kane et al [20] reported that more than 60 million Americans read or 

contribute to Health 2.0 apps, in which they consider these apps as their first source when 

gathering data and opinions. About 40% of Americans doubt a professional opinion when 

it conflicted with what they form from Web-based health social media [20]. 

One of the key benefits of health-related Web-based social media reported by 

researchers is the increased access to information to various demographic groups, 

regardless of age, education, income, or location [65]. However, previous work has 
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mainly relied on user surveys to study the effect of the use of social media to health-

related factors such as psychological distress [66]. In addition, previous work does not 

reveal granular information on what disorders or other health topics are mostly discussed 

in the Internet by each demographic group, which would allow health care providers to 

create targeted and effective educational campaigns. 

In this work, we conducted the first, to our best knowledge, large-scale data-driven 

comparative analysis of the content of health-related social media across various 

demographic dimensions—gender, age, ethnicity, location, and writing level. For each 

demographic group, we study the content of the posts across the following dimensions: 

sentiment, popular terms (keywords), and medical concepts (particularly disorders and 

drugs). Concepts refer to entries in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) 

vocabulary [67], whereas terms are just words from the posts’ text that may or may not 

belong to any UMLS concept. We report results for 3 types of social media: (1) general 

Web-Based Social Networks, namely Google+ and Twitter, (2) drug review websites, and 

(3) health Web forums. The selection of social media types was based on their popularity 

and on our study of the literature on health-related social content [68]. The objective of 

this study was to identify which health topics are discussed in which social media by 

which demographic groups, to better guide educational outreach and research activities. 
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3.2 Related Work 

3.2.1 Analysis of Health-Related Social Outlets 

Different studies were established and conducted by researchers to study the 

effectiveness of Web-based social media in changing and improving the communication 

between providers and patients. Hackworth and Kunz [21] reported that 80% of 

Americans have searched the Internet for health-related information. Grajales et al [5] 

illustrated how, when, and why social media are used by health care sectors by 

conducting a narrative review of case studies, and they provided 4 recommendations that 

stakeholders may consider to engage with social media. Because analyzing the health-

related content of social media is increased recently [17], Denecke and Nejdl [6] 

performed content analysis of medical concepts in different health-related social media 

sources. They presented a method to classify posts as informative or affective, and they 

found that doctors share health-related information, whereas patient and nurses are more 

likely to share personal experiences. Lu et al [7] analyzed the content of 3 disease-

specific health communities including lung cancer, breast cancer, and diabetes and 

defined their relationship to 5 main informative topics: symptoms, complications, 

examination, drugs, and procedures. This study shows that examination is a hot topic for 

users with breast cancer, whereas symptoms are more likely to be discussed by users with 

lung cancer. Wiley et al [8] analyzed the content of drug-related chatter on various social 

media forums. The study demonstrates that Web-based social media's characteristics such 

as moderation affect the discussions in different ways including subjectivity and type of 

drugs discussed. 
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3.2.2 Measuring and Estimating Demographics of Users of Social Media 

Krueger et al [69] studied the mortality attributable to low education level in the 

United States. They found people with less than high school degree have more mortality 

rate; thus, improving the US educational attainment could increase the survival in US 

population. A Pew research conducted in 2012 showed that white ethnicity represents 

75% of social media websites users, where women in age group of 30-49 years 

participate more in these websites [24]. Another study by eMarkter found that Hispanic 

are more active in social media with 68.9% of them using social networks compared with 

66.2% of total US population [25]. Mislove et al [70] estimated gender and ethnicity for 

Twitter users. The gender is estimated by using the reported first name and comparing it 

to the 1000 most popular first names reported by the US Social Security Administration, 

whereas ethnicity is estimated by using the reported last name and comparing it to the 

frequently occurring surnames reported by 2000 US Census. Using Mislove’s gender 

classifier, Mandel et al [25] analyzed the tweets related to Hurricane Irene. Liu et al [71] 

proposed Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods to extract the demographics 

(gender, age, ethnicity) of users of social posts. Anderson-Bill et al [72] recruited Web-

health users to examine their demographics, behavioral, and psychosocial characteristics, 

and they found that Web-health users are more likely middle-aged, upper class, and well-

educated women. Although the aforementioned work examined health-related social 

media and their content, none of them studied how different demographics use Web-

based social media, which is studied in this work. 
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In Chapter 2, we studied how many users from each demographic group (by gender, 

age, ethnicity, location, and writing level) participate in various social media, but it did 

not study the content of the posts, which is the focus of this paper. Some of the key 

findings of that work are: (1) drug review websites and health Web forums are dominated 

by female users; (2) the participants of health-related social media are generally older 

with the exception of the 65+ years bracket; (3) Asian and black ethnic groups are 

underrepresented in drug review websites and health Web forums, and blacks are also 

underrepresented in health-related Web-based social networks; (4) users in areas with 

better access to health care participate more in Web-based health social media; and (5) 

the writing level of users in health social media is significantly lower than the reading 

level of the population. 

 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Key Challenges 

A key challenge is to estimate the demographic group, for example, gender, of a 

Web-based user when this information is not explicitly stated. Another challenge in this 

work is the extraction of medical concepts from social posts, given that existing tools 

such as MetaMap focus on biomedical text, which is generally generated by researchers 

or practitioners; therefore, we filtered out some misclassified concepts generated by this 

tool to work on health social media posts. Another challenge has been the time to extract 

the medical concepts from the social posts. In this paper, we process more than 20 

million posts, which would take several months to parse on a single machine. For that, we 
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have parallelized this into 10 machines that extracted all concepts in about 1 month. To 

extract popular terms for each demographic group, we use stemming to merge together 

terms with the similar root. 

3.3.2 Datasets 

As summarized in Table 3.1, for general social networks, we chose Twitter and 

Google+ for their popularity and number of users (we did not include Facebook as it does 

not provide public data). For the other 2 types, we selected 3 different websites for each 

one to ensure diversity. More information about the sources including start and end date 

is available in Table A.1 and A.2 of Appendix A. Because Twitter and Google+ are 

general social networks, we filtered the posts using 276 representative health-related 

keywords as follows: (1) Drugs: from the most prescriptions dispensed from RxList.com, 

we selected the 200 most popular drugs [36]. By removing the variants of the same drug 

(eg, different milligram dosages), the final list of drugs contained 125 unique drug names. 

(2) Hashtags: from Twitter Hashtags, we selected 11 popular health-related Twitter 

hashtags such as #BCSM (Breast Cancer and Social Media). (3) Disorders: 81 popular 

disorders were selected such as AIDS and asthma. (4) Pharmaceuticals: the 12 largest 

pharmaceutical companies were selected such as Novartis. (5) Insurance: 44 of the 

biggest insurances were selected such as Aetna and Shield. The rationale of selecting the 

keywords was to cover as much as we can by including popular drugs and disorders, 

popular health-related hashtags in Twitter, and other related health keywords that can 

help increase the number of the posts related to health, similar to previous work on 

Twitter filtering [8]. A complete list of used keywords can be found in Table B.1 of 
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Appendix B, and all terms’ frequencies for both sources can be found in Table B.2 of 

Appendix B.  

 

Table 3.1. List of all used sources with their number of posts and with the available 

demographic attributes. 

Dataset 
No. of 
posts 

Gendera Agea Ethnicitya Locationa 
Writing 

level 

TwitterHealth 
[27] 

11,637,888 
Gender 

classifier 
NO 

Ethnicity 
classifier 

YES Writing 
level 

classifier 
Google+Health 
[28] 

186,666 YES YES YES 

Drugs.com [29] 74,461 
Gender 

classifier 
NO NO NO 

Writing 
level 

classifier 

DailyStrength/ 
Treatments [30] 

1,055,603 YES YES NO YES 

WebMD/Drugs 
[31] 

122,040 YES YES NO NO 

Drugs.com/ 
Answers [32] 

320,118 
Gender 

classifier 
NO NO NO 

Writing 
level 

classifier 

DailyStrength/ 
Forums [33] 

5,948,877 YES YES NO YES 

WebMD [30] 1,128,629 
Gender 

classifier 
NO NO NO 

aNO indicates that the demographic attribute is not provided by the source and no 

classifier is used due to low accuracy. YES indicates that the demographic attribute is 

provided by the source. More details on the demographic classifiers are available in the 

Chapter 2. 

 

Then, to filter out Twitter using the health-related keyword list, we used the 

Twitter streaming Application Program Interface (API) [37] to extract the relevant tweets 

for TwitterHealth. Google+Health posts were collected via the Google+ API [38], in 

which the health-related keyword list was used in the queries to obtain relevant posts for 
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Google+. For the other drug review websites and health Web forums, we built a crawler 

for each website in Java using the Java library jsoup [39] for extracting and parsing 

hypertext markup language content. For each website, we crawled and collected the 

available data, including public user information, posts, disorders, conditions, keywords, 

tags, rating, and so forth. We emphasize that we do not collect or use any private data, 

and we only collected publicly available data in accordance with each site’s terms of use. 

Figure 3.1 shows the overall process of our analysis. 

 

Figure 3.1 Overview of the data collection and analysis process. 

 

3.3.3 Demographic Data Computation 

The demographic data (age, gender, ethnicity, location, writing level) of users are 

extracted from the data or estimated through classifiers as discussed in Chapter 2 where 

more statistics of the collected posts such as dates and number of users are also reported. 
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As summarized in Table 3.1, gender attribute is either reported by the source or generated 

by a classifier that uses the first name to distinguish between male and female. Age and 

location, on the other hand, are used as they reported by the source; however, location 

was further processed to map user’s input into geolocations using Google API [38]. 

Because ethnicity is not reported in any source, we used a classifier that uses the last 

name to predict ethnicity for users in sources that provide the last name. For writing 

level, we measured each user writing level using a modified version of Flesch–Kincaid 

Grade Level [35]. 

3.3.4 Sentiment and Emotion 

To compute sentiment and emotion, we map each phrase in the post to a phrase 

from a sentiment lexicon. We use a sentiment lexicon, SentiWordNet [73], and an 

emotion lexicon, NRC word-emotion lexicon [74]. These 2 lexicons were selected owing 

to their effectiveness and popularity in previous studies [6], [75], [76] and because they 

cover complementary aspects. We use the SentiWordNet dictionary for sentiment, which 

assigns positive, negative, and objective score to each term where the sum of all 3 scores 

equals 1. Because SentiWordNet uses senses and part of speech, the Stanford CoreNLP 

Trigger [77] was used to tag each word with its part of speech tag. All words in posts and 

SentiWordNet were then stemmed to remove words variation. The longest possible match 

is then used to map each phrase in posts to a phrase from SentiWordNet, and after that, 

each post’s sentiment is calculated by averaging scores of all phrases. For each source, 

the total sentiment score for each demographic attribute is measured by averaging all 

posts' scores associated with that attribute and normalized by the number of posts of the 
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attribute. For emotion, we use the NRC word-emotion lexicon, which measures anger–

fear, trust–disgust, and anticipation–surprise. 

3.3.5 Top Distinctive Terms 

The content of all sources was analyzed to get the top distinctive terms for each 

source. All posts are first filtered to remove stop words and then stemmed using Porter 

stemmer [78]. From these words, we considered only the ones that occur in at least 0.01% 

of the total number of posts that are annotated for a given demographic attribute value (or 

30 if 0.01% is less than 30). That is, if less than 0.01% of posts from users who reported 

their gender contain a term, this term is not reported in either male or female group 

analysis. Then, for each demographic attribute value, that is, male, we normalized the 

number of occurrences for each term in that attribute value by the number of users posts 

in the same attribute value to get the frequency, for example: 

Freqmale (headache)=No. of occurrences (headache) in male/No. of male posts (3.1) 

 

To get the top 10 distinctive terms for each demographic attribute, we then calculated the 

relative difference as follows: 

RelDifmale (headache)=[Freqmale (headache)−AvgFreqgender (headache)]/AvgFreqgender 

(headache) 
(3.2) 

 

Where AvgFreqgender (headache) is the average frequency of the word headache in 

all posts by male or female users. For example, AvgFreqlocation(headache) = [FreqNortheast 

(headache) + FreqMidwest (headache) + FreqSouth (headache) + FreqWest (headache)]/4.  

Finally, we only display health-related terms in each demographic group that have a 
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relative difference greater than 0.1; that is, we decided to hide results with a difference of 

less than 10% from the average score, which we believe is intuitive. 

3.3.6 Medical Concepts 

To annotate posts with corresponding medical concepts from the UMLS [79], the 

MetaMap tool [13] was used to represent each post as a set of medical concepts. 

Because MetaMap was originally built to extract concepts from biomedical text 

generated by researchers or practitioners, it is not perfect to annotate social media posts 

[80]. Therefore, we manually removed some annotations that were misclassified by 

MetaMap as following: (1) we order generated concepts by their frequencies for each 

source systematically, (2) we analyze each phrase that was mapped for each concept, and 

(3) we delete the misclassified UMLS concepts from the results. For example, the letter 

“i” mapped to (immunologic factor) and word bad mapped to (organic chemical). Such 

mistakes were deleted from MetaMap annotations to improve accuracy. In UMLS, we 

have 15 semantic groups (eg, Disease or Anatomy), and each concept in UMLS is 

associated with one or more semantic types, where each semantic type belongs to 1 

semantic group. In this part, we analyzed only 2 semantic groups including drugs and 

disorders, and we reported the top distinctive drugs and disorders for each demographics 

using the same threshold and method used in finding top distinctive terms (Equation 3.2). 

 

3.4 Results 

In this section, we present our results for sentiment and emotion, top distinctive 

terms, and medical concepts by each demographic group. Two medical concept types 
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were considered and reported to avoid less interesting results: disorders and drugs. For 

each demographic group, we show the top distinctive disorders and drugs using Equation 

3.2 that have a relative difference more than 0.1. Some demographic attribute values are 

not reported owing to small number of users (age group (0-17) and (65+) in 

Google+Health), or demographic attribute is not reported by the source (all age groups in 

TwitterHealth), or because users talk about unrelated health topics (writing level (0-5) in 

TwitterHealth talk about astrology), or the relative difference (Equation 3.2) for the top 

findings is less than 0.1. 

3.4.1 Gender 

In Table 3.2, we summarize the top distinctive (highest relative difference 

according to Equation 3.2) terms by gender; note that some demographic attributes such 

as female in Google+Health do not have distinctive terms. Because Twitter and Google+ 

are more news-based social media, many health posts share news in different areas 

including politics and sports—we excluded them to include health-related keywords only. 

Our first key finding is that male users in TwitterHealth tend to talk more about the 

reproductive system, tumor and AIDS, and health insurance, whereas female users talk 

about headache and emotion. In drug review websites and health Web forums, female 

users tend to talk more about pregnancy-related topics, whereas male users discuss pain 

drugs, cholesterol, and heart problems. 
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Table 3.2. Top 10 distinctive terms by gender. 

Gender TwitterHealth Google+Health Drugs Forums 

Male 

Prostate, Gay, 

Testicular, 

Viagra, Tumor, 

AIDS, 

Obamacare, 

Marijuana, 

Medicare, 

Insurance 

Pharmacology, 

Encephalomyelitis, 

Amphetamine, 

Pertussis, 

Fukushima, Pfizer, 

Novartis, 

Neutrophil, 

Biomed, Viagra 

Wife, 

Oxycontin, 

Urine, 

Lisinopril, 

Cholesterol, 

Hydrocodone, 

Disc, Spinal, 

Libido, Diovan 

HIV, Wife, 

Tinnitus, Gay, 

Cholesterol, 

Artery, AA 

(alcoholic 

anonymous), 

Valium, 

Cardiologist, 

Alcohol 

Female 

Cry, Migraine, 

Moody, Frown, 

Pound, Laugh, 

Nap, Eczema, 

Headache, 

Tension 

N/A Ovulation, IUI 

(intrauterine 

insemination), 

Pregnancy, 

Clomid (used to 

cause ovulation 

in women), IVF 

(in vitro 

fertilization), 

Pregnant, Birth, 

Boyfriend, BC 

(birth control), 

Fibromyalgia 

Miscarry, PCOS 

(polycystic ovary 

syndrome), 

Endometriosis, 

Lupron, Uterus, 

Hysterectomy, 

Infertility, 

Ovarian,  

Rheumatologist, 

Progesterone 

 
In Table 3.3, we summarize top distinctive disorders by gender. Male users in 

drug review websites mainly talk about back pain and blood pressure, whereas female 

users talk about pregnancy. In health Web forums and websites, male users discuss heart 
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problems and panic topics, and female users talk more about skin disorders, headache, 

and chronic fatigue disorders. In TwitterHealth and Google+Health, top disorders 

discussed by male users can be classified as sexually transmitted diseases, including 

AIDS and herpes, whereas female in TwitterHealth as seen in the top distinctive terms 

discuss topics related to headache and feelings. 

 

Table 3.3. Top 5 distinctive disorders by gender. 

Gender TwitterHealth Google+Health Drugs Forums 

Male 

Acquired 

Immunodeficiency 

Syndrome (AIDS), 

HIV seropositivity, 

Cerebrovascular 

accident (stroke), 

Incised wound, 

Herpes NOS 

Gonorrhea, 

Marijuana abuse, 

Sexually 

transmitted 

diseases, 

Malignant 

neoplasm of 

lung, Infantile 

neuroaxonal 

dystrophy 

Low back pain, 

Dry cough, 

Blood pressure 

finding, Back 

pain, Diabetic 

Atrial 

fibrillation, 

Codependency, 

Panic attacks, 

Diabetes, 

Marijuana abuse 

Female 

Migraine 

disorders, 

Emotional, 

Headache, Pain 

NOS adverse 

event, Asleep 

Chronic fatigue 

syndrome 

Gravidity; 

Endometriosis, 

site unspecified; 

Yeast infection; 

Fibromyalgia; 

Hot flushes 

Dermatitis 

herpetiformis, 

familial; Lupus 

vulgaris; Lupus 

erythematosus, 

systemic; 

Fibromyalgia; 

Migraine 

disorders 
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Table 3.4 summarizes top distinctive drugs by gender. In drug review websites, 

the top drugs discussed by female users are related to pregnancy including birth control 

and ovulation stimulation, whereas male users talk mainly about drugs related to blood 

pressure. In health Web forums ,male users discuss depression-related drugs and alcohol 

topics. In TwitterHealth, not many distinctive drugs were found for female and male 

users, whereas in Google+Health, different drugs and chemicals were reported. 

Sentiment and emotion were evaluated for all sources. Because the results look similar 

between gender groups, we summarize the results in Tables E.1 and E.2 of Appendix E. 

 

Table 3.4. Top 5 distinctive drugs by gender. 

Gender TwitterHealth Google+Healtha Drugsa Forumsa 

Male 

Viagra Aldosterone, 

DC101 monoclonal 

antibody, 

Bicarbonates, 

Aspartame, 

Methamphetamine1 

Low-density 

lipoproteins, 

Plavix, 

Bystolic6, 

Oxycodone, 

Opiates 

Alcohols, 

Xanax4, Detox 

adjuvant2, 

Prozac4, 

Dietary lead 

Female 

Trivalent 

influenza vaccine 

Thioctic acid, 

Detoxadjuvant2, 

Seroquel 

Yaz3, 

Implanon3, 

Tamoxifen2, 

Estrogens, 

Clomid3 

Plaquenil, 

Diamox, 

Topamax, 

Concerta, 

Synthroid 

aSome of the drugs are coded to match the corresponding disorders they treat: 1ADHD, 
2Cancer, 3pregnancy, 4depression, 5MS, 6BP, heart problem and cholesterol, 7Diabetes. 
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3.4.2 Age 

Table 3.5 summarizes the top 10 distinctive terms for each age group. Generally, 

for younger groups (0-17 years), ADHD and skin problems are popular topics in drug 

review websites, whereas in health Web forums, they talk more about parents and 

homosexuality. For age groups of 18-34 years in drug review websites and health Web 

forums, the main topics discussed are related to relationships, pregnancy, or getting 

pregnant using simple intervention methods, or family members; whereas the same 

groups in Google+Health talk about different aspects including vitamins and sleep 

disorders. Age group of 35-45 years also discusses pregnancy topics but using 

sophisticated intervention methods including in vitro fertilization. Age group of 45-64 

years, as in Table 3.4, discusses topics related to chronic diseases including fibromyalgia, 

disc, and cholesterol, and it also discusses other topics including addiction to smoking, 

alcohol, and menopause. HIV also appears to be a popular topic for that group in 

Google+Health and health Web forums. Finally, people aged older than 65 years also talk 

more about chronic diseases and heart-related problems including drugs that can help 

mitigate the pain. We see that most topics are more likely discussed by women because 

drug review websites and health Web forums are dominated by female users [21]. 

Table 3.6 summarizes top distinctive disorders by age. In drug review websites, 

the young age group of 0-17 years talks more about skin disorders and mental disorders, 

whereas the same age group in health forums websites discusses mainly mental disorders. 

Age groups of 18-34 years and 35-44 years in drug review websites talk about pregnancy 
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and mental disorder topics. Older age groups in both sources tend to talk about diabetes, 

heart diseases, and muscles pain. 

 

Table 3.5. Top 10 distinctive terms by age. 

Age, 

years 
Google+Health Drugs Forums 

0-17 N/A 

Concerta, Acne, 
ADHD, Birth, Wash, 
Lip, Prescribed, 
Boyfriend, Skin, Scar 

Lesbian, Bullying, Buddy, 
Gay, Mum, Crush, Suicide, 
Rape, Teen, Dad 

18-34 

Supplement, 
Arthritis, 
Weight, 
Vitamin, 
Headache, 
Hospital, Friend, 
Food, Love, 
Skin 

Clomid (used to cause 
ovulation in women), 
Ovulation, 
Phentermine, Calorie, 
Pregnancy, Gym, 
Pregnant, Baby, BC 
(birth control), 
Workout 

BC (birth control), Clomid 
(used to cause ovulation in 
women), Ovulation, PCOS 
(polycystic ovary syndrome), 
TTC (trying to conceive), 
Miscarried, Fiance, Baby, Pap, 
Conceive 

35-44 

Vitamin, Sleep, 
Food, 
Parkinson, 
Friend, 
Healthcare, 
Community, 
Vaccine, Pain, 
Insomnia 

IVF (in vitro 
fertilization), IUI 
(intrauterine 
insemination), Clomid, 
Ovulation, Marriage, 
Divorce, Mania, 
Narcotic, Lithium, Kid 

IVF (in vitro fertilization), IUI 
(intrauterine insemination), 
BFP (big fat positive), BFN 
(big fat negative), PG, Stbx 
(Soon-to-be-ex), Lupron, 
HCG, Infertility, Fertile 

45-64 

Syndrome, 
Death, Chronic, 
Diet, Anxiety, 
Hospital, HIV, 
Infect, 
Treatment, Flu 

Menopause, 
Fibromyalgia, 
Oxycontin, Chantix, 
AA (alcoholic 
anonymous), RA 
(rheumatoid arthritis), 
Disc, Narcotic, Heat, 
Chronic 

Menopause, Grandson, HIV, 
Disc, Tinnitus, Lesion, Liver, 
Cholesterol, Enzyme, Colon 

65+ N/A 

Diovan, Lisinopril, 
Neuropathic, Urine, 
Ankle, Cholesterol, 
Stroke, Arthritis, BP 
(blood pressure), 
Cancer 

COPD (chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease), Valium, 
PD (panic disorder), 
Caregiver, Retire, Oxygen, 
Transplant, Chemo, 
Cardiologist, Grandchildren 
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Table 3.6. Top 5 distinctive disorders by age. 

Age, 

years 
Drugs Forums 

0-17 

Acne vulgaris, Acne, Attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder, Mood 

swings, Feeling suicidal (finding) 

Depressed mood, Incised wound, 

Mental depression, Fear (finding), 

Emotional distress 

18-34 

Endometriosis, site unspecified, 

Gravidity, Panic attacks, Anxiety 

attack, Manic 

Gastritis, Asthma, Panic, Anxiety 

disorders, Observation of attack 

35-44 

Endometriosis, site unspecified, 

Manic, Manic mood, Addictive 

behavior, Chronic pain 

Autistic disorder; Disability; Lupus 

erythematosus, systemic; Attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder; 

Pressure (finding) 

45-64 

Hot flushes, Chronic pain, 

Fibromyalgia, Night sweats, Nerve 

pain 

Codependency; Gastritis; 

Fibromyalgia; Lupus vulgaris; 

Lupus erythematosus, systemic 

65+ 

Muscle cramps in leg, Dry cough, 

Lassitude, Diabetic, Blood pressure 

finding 

Atrial fibrillation, Diabetic, Panic 

attacks, Cerebrovascular accident, 

Gastroesophageal reflux disease 

 

In Table 3.7, we summarize all age groups’ top drugs. For the younger group of 0-

17 years in drug review websites, top drugs discussed are the ones related to ADHD. Age 

group of 18-34 years in drug review websites discusses pregnancy-related drugs, whereas 

for age group of 35-44 years, the top drugs are related to MS disorder. This group of 35-

44 years in health Web forums tends to share information about ADHD drugs. Older age 

users (65+ years) discuss drugs related to heart problems, blood pressure, diabetes, and 

cholesterol. 
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Table 3.7. Top 5 distinctive drugs by age. 

Age, 

years 
Drugsa Forumsa 

0-17 

Accutane, Concerta1, Vyvanse1, 

Strattera1, Implanon3 

Commit Lozenge, Relate—vinyl resin, 

Vent, Zoloft4, Topamax 

18-34 

Clomid3, Phentermine, Seasonique3, 

Lupron2, Yaz3 

Human papilloma virus vaccine, 

Topamax, Diamox, Adderall1, 

Antibiotics 

35-44 

Clomid3, Rebif5, Avonex5, Tysabri5, 

Lortab 

Concerta1, Melatonin, Diamox, 

Plaquenil, Adderall1 

45-64 

Tamoxifen2, Avonex5, Oxycontin, 

Savella, Soma 

Smoke, Hydrocortisone, Cymbalta4, 

Lyrica7, Alcohols 

65+ 

Plavix6, Diovan6, Actos7, 

Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA 

reductase inhibitors, Lipitor6 

Metformin7, Carbohydrates, Oxygen, 

Sugars, Xanax4 

aSome of the drugs are coded to match the corresponding disorders they treat: 1ADHD, 

2Cancer, 3pregnancy, 4depression, 5MS, 6BP, heart problem and cholesterol, 7Diabetes. 

 

Sentiment and emotion were evaluated for all sources. Because the results look 

similar among age groups, we summarize the results in Tables E.3 and E.4 of Appendix 

E. One key finding from the emotion results is that older people in Google+Health and 

drug review websites express less anger, whereas younger people in drug review websites 

express more anger. 
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3.4.3 Ethnicity 

Only TwitterHealth and Google+Health have a large enough number of users 

whose ethnicity we can estimate (see Table A.2 in Appendix A), and hence, we only 

report finding for these outlets. In Table 3.8, we summarize top disorders for each 

ethnicity except black owing to the small number of users. As a key finding of top 

disorders, fibromyalgia is one of the top disorders that white and Hispanic users discuss 

in TwitterHealth, heart and kidney diseases are discussed more by Asian users, and 

headache and sleeplessness are 2 of the top disorders discussed by Hispanic users. The 

other ethnicity-based results exhibit less variance among the ethnicity groups, and hence, 

we report in Tables E.5, E.6, E.7, and E.8 of Appendix E.  

 

Table 3.8. Top 5 distinctive disorders by ethnicity. 

Ethnicity TwitterHealth Google+Health 

White 

Fibromyalgia, Presenile 

dementia, Leukemia, 

Migraine disorders, Mental 

disorders 

Binge eating disorder, Diabetic 

neuropathies, Marijuana abuse, 

Neuropathy, Crohn disease 

Asian 

Heart diseases, Food 

poisoning, Obesity, Herpes 

NOS, Stress 

Kidney diseases, Myopia, Fatigue, 

Hemorrhage, Hypersensitivity 

Hispanic 

Headache, Fibromyalgia, 

Sleeplessness, Mental 

depression, Insomnia adverse 

event 

Herpes zoster disease, Diarrhea, Suicide, 

Lupus vulgaris, Osteoporosis 
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3.4.4 Location 

Table 3.9 summarizes the top disorder results for all sources. Focusing on drugs 

and forums, which have been shown to have more useful information regarding one’s 

health [8], our key finding is that users in the Northeast talk more about traditional 

physical disorders including diabetes and heart conditions, users in the Midwest discuss 

about weight loss, users in the South about fibromyalgia, and users in the West discuss 

mental disorders and addictive behaviors. 

Table 3.9. Top 5 distinctive disorders by location. 

Location TwitterHealth Google+Health Drugs Forums 

Northeast N/A 

Inflammatory 

bowel diseases, 

Crohn disease, 

Occupant of van 

injured in 

transport accident, 

Kidney diseases, 

Prostate 

carcinoma 

Asleep, 

Seizures, 

Patient 

outcome—

died, Memory 

observations, 

Fatigue 

Diabetes, Atrial 

fibrillation, 

Gastroesophageal 

reflux disease, 

ACHE, Lupus 

vulgaris 

Midwest 

Migraine 

disorders, 

Primary 

malignant 

neoplasm 

Confusion, 

Marijuana abuse, 

Van der Woude 

syndrome, Injury 

wounds, Cataract 

Hemorrhage, 

Body weight 

decreased, Hot 

flushes, 

Weight loss 

adverse event, 

Xerostomia 

Asthma, Migraine 

disorders, 

Pressure 

(finding), Autistic 

disorder, 

Cerebrovascular 

accident 
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South 

N/A Diabetic 

neuropathies, 

Binge eating 

disorder, 

Neuropathy, 

Alzheimer's 

disease pathway 

KEGG, Diarrhea 

Fibromyalgia, 

Drowsiness, 

Edema, 

Pruritus, 

Manic 

Codependency, 

Shot (injury) 

West 

Presenile 

dementia, 

Heart 

diseases, 

Mental 

suffering, 

Herpes NOS, 

Obesity 

Sexually 

transmitted 

diseases, Bipolar 

disorder, 

Myocardial 

infarction, 

Vitality, Acquired 

immunodeficiency 

syndrome 

Post-traumatic 

stress disorder, 

Sleeplessness, 

Anxiety attack, 

Addictive 

behavior, 

Suicidal 

Marijuana abuse, 

Addictive 

behavior, 

codependency, 

Autistic disorder, 

Lupus 

erythematosus, 

systemic 

 

The other location-based results including sentiment, emotions, top distinctive 

terms, and top distinctive drugs exhibit less variance among the location groups, and 

hence, we report them in Tables E.9, E.10, E.11, and E.12 of Appendix E, as the 

variations across locations are not significant. 

3.4.5 Writing Level 

Table 3.10 and 3.11 summarizes the emotion results for all sources. For shortness, 

only 3 emotions are listed here: anger, trust, and anticipation, as the other 3 (fear, disgust, 

and surprise), are complementary to these, respectively. We see that users with lower 

writing level express more anger, with the exception of drug review websites, whereas 
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people with higher writing level express less anger. Due to low variance among writing 

levels, the other results for writing level including sentiment, top distinctive terms, top 

distinctive disorders, and top distinctive drugs can be found in Tables E.13, E.14, E.15, 

and E.16 of Appendix E, respectively. 

Table 3.10. Emotion for each demographic grouped by source for TwitterHealth and 

Google+Health.  

Writing 

level 

TwitterHealth Google+Health 

Anger 

(%) 

Trust 

(%) 

Anticipation 

(%) 

Anger 

(%) 

Trust 

(%) 

Anticipation 

(%) 

       

0-5 N/A N/A N/A 38.2a 68.5 71.2a 

6-9 41.0a 44.3a 75.3a 34.6a 67.9 75.8a 

10-16 34.1a 55.2a 81.9a 31.0a 66.6 79.1a 

aRepresents the values with high significance (P ≤.05) compared with the union of the 

other age groups. 

 

Table 3.11.  Emotion for each demographic grouped by source for Drugs and Forums  

Writing 

level 

Drug Forums 

Anger 

(%) 

Trust 

(%) 

Anticipation 

(%) 

Anger 

(%) 

Trust 

(%) 

Anticipation 

(%) 

       

0-5 31.6a 66.8a 72.9a 34.3a 78.1a 71.5a 

6-9 31.4a 67.7a 73.2a 31.7a 77.8a 72.6a 

10-16 29.9a 73.1a 72.9a 27.4a 77.2a 75.4a 

aRepresents the values with high significance (P ≤.05) compared with the union of the 

other age groups. 
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3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Notable Results 

Our results provide valuable information that can help reach the right 

demographic group for each health condition. For example, to reach young users (aged 0-

17 years) with ADHD, one should go to drug review websites. This finding can be a 

result of the increased percentage of children with ADHD recently (9%), compared with 

2000 when it was 7% [81]. Similarly, to reach users of age group 18-34 with sleep 

disorder, one should go to Google+. We also found that the age group of 35-44 years 

discusses drugs associated with MS disorder, which agrees with the average age of 

clinical onset of MS, which is 30-33 years, and the average age of diagnosis, which is 37 

years [82]. Because older age groups as our results show tend to discuss chronic diseases 

such as diabetes, heart problems, and cholesterol, health professionals and educators can 

target these groups in drug review websites and health Web forums to increase national 

awareness and decrease disease-related deaths. 

Furthermore, a surprising finding is that, despite the fact that women suffer from 

back pain more than men [83], our results show that men discuss back pain more than 

women. Because 76% of all adults who have HIV are men [84], our results support this 

fact where HIV is one of the top discussed topics in TwitterHealth. 

Our results also found that users in Western states discuss mental disorders and 

addictive behaviors including alcohol and marijuana as Table E.11 of Appendix E shows. 

This finding is associated with the fact that 5 of top 10 states with high marijuana use are 

in the West area [85]. Midwest users discuss weight loss more than the other regions 
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according to our results, which can be related to the fact that the Midwest is the second 

(slightly trailing the South) highest region in terms of obesity, with more than 25% of the 

adults being obese (body max index of 30+) [86]. 

3.5.2 Applications 

There are several ways to leverage our results. Our findings can help health care 

providers and public health officials create targeted and effective educational campaigns, 

guide advertisers for different topics discussed by different demographic groups, help 

funding agencies allocate their research funds to have a larger impact on the society’s top 

health issues, and help understand health disparities in Web-based health social media. 

For instance, to reach pregnant or trying-to-get-pregnant women, advertisers 

should go to health Web forums and drug review websites instead of Google+ for 

advertising related products. This finding is supported by the fact that drug review 

websites and health Web forums are dominated by female users. Also, this finding may 

indicate that there is a need for more definitive and authoritative sources of such 

information. 

Our results can also help understand health disparities in Web-based health social 

media. Users with higher writing level are less angry when discussing health-related 

issues, which may be linked to the fact that people with lower level of education receive 

lower quality of health care [87] and have higher mortality rate [69]. 

These demographics-specific findings can be used in targeted educational 

campaigns, which are recently becoming the focus of several research efforts. As an 

example, Whittaker [88] shows how a smoking cessation intervention using mobile 
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phones for young adults can be effective by sending general health videos messages and 

setting a quit date. Furthermore, Opel et al [89] show how social marketing can be used 

to increase immunization rates, where they explained how social marketing techniques 

can capture attention and motivate the targeted population to change. Patel et al [90] 

performed a systemic review to evaluate the effect of applications of contemporary social 

media on clinical outcomes in chronic disease. The study shows that providing social, 

emotional, and experiential support in current social media can help improve the patient 

care. Valle et al [91] evaluated a Facebook-based intervention that aims to increase the 

physical activity of young adult cancer survivors, which shows a potential for increasing 

the physical activity compared with Facebook-based self-help. A review of health 

interventions in Web-based social networks is presented in the study by Maher et al [92] 

where it is shown that several studies included in the systematic review reported 

significant improvement in health behavior or outcomes. 

3.5.3 Limitations 

For the general social networks, Google+ and Twitter, we used 276 health 

keywords and phrases as we described in the Methods section to filter the posts. These 

keywords and phrases miss some consumer phrases or abbreviations, such as ivf (in vitro 

fertilization) and iui (Intrauterine insemination). Unfortunately, we must select a 

relatively small set of keywords, given the rate constraints of the APIs of the social 

media. 

Owing to the fact that ethnicity was estimated using a classifier (Chapter 2), we 

were not able to confidently compute the ethnicity of enough users to have reliable results 
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for several cases. For that, we omit results for black users. Furthermore, we do not report 

ethnicity results for drug review websites and health Web forums because these sources 

do not provide users’ last names. Another limitation is self-selection bias because all 

demographic attributes (explicitly reported or classified) are reported by users. For 

instance, a user may choose to report age or last name (which is used to classify 

ethnicity). For example, people who trust the opinion of other users or experts participate 

more in social networks, whereas people who have less trust might not share their private 

experiences. 

For extracting medical concepts, we do not handle all abbreviations. We handle 

some cases through manual rules, for example, Metamap would map “I” to iodine. Also, 

MetaMap is not perfect for annotating social media posts; thus, we removed annotations 

that look incorrect as the previous example. Moreover, when computing the top 

distinctive terms, we do not handle variations of terms, that is, “iui” and “Intrauterine 

insemination” are considered different terms. We do a manual postprocessing to address 

this issue for the top results. In measuring the sentiment of posts, the sentiment lexicon 

“SentiWordNet” was not built specifically for social or medical text. For example, some 

words such as “omg” or “lol” are not mapped to any word in the lexicon; thus, not all 

terms in the posts are assigned a sentiment. 

3.6 Conclusion 

We analyzed the content of Web-based health social media based on users' 

demographics. Three different types of Web-based health social media were considered: 

social networks, drug review websites, and health Web forums. For each demographic 
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attribute—gender, age, ethnicity, location, and writing level—we evaluated sentiment 

and emotion, and we extracted top distinctive terms and medical concepts, specifically 

disorders and drugs. Our results are both expected and surprising and show several key 

findings for each demographic attribute. For example, the dominant topic for female 

users in drug review websites and health Web forums is pregnancy, whereas for male 

users, it is cardiac problems, HIV, and back pain. Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder 

and depression-related drugs are the main topics discussed by younger users (0-17 years), 

MS drugs are discussed more by users of age 35-44 years, and alcohol and smoking are 

mainly discussed by middle-aged users (45-64 years). Users from the Northeast United 

States talk about physical disorders, whereas users from the West United States talk about 

mental disorders and addictive behaviors. Finally, users with higher writing level express 

less anger in their posts. These key findings can help experts reach the right users in 

many ways, including creating targeted and effective educational campaigns by health 

care providers, advertising related products, allocating funds for the right research by 

funding agencies, and understanding health disparities in Web-based health social media. 
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Chapter 4 

 

4 Intent Classification of Health-Related Social Media 

Background: The rising volume of web-based health social media activity, where users 

connect, collaborate, and engage, has increased the significance of analyzing how people 

use them. 

Objective: The aim of this study is to classify the intent – e.g., share experiences, seek 

support – of users who participate in web-based health social media, and study the effect 

of the user demographics to the posting intent. 

Methods: We analyzed two different types of health-related social media: (1) health Web 

forums including WebMD and DailyStrength; and (2) general Web-based social networks 

Twitter and Google+. We identified several post intents, and built classifiers to 

automatically detect the intent of posts. These classifiers where used to study the 

distribution of intents for various demographic groups. 

Results: The results of this study are: (1) General social networks Twitter and Google+ 

are mostly used to share health-related news and educational material; (2) Half of the 

posts in WebMD and Dailystrength are sharing experiences, for both male and female 

users; (3) Male users ask for medical advice more often than female users in WebMD; 

and (4) Half of the posts in DailyStrength are about sharing experience, regardless of the 

age group or location. 
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Conclusion: We studied and analyzed the intent of users participating in health-related 

social media. Our results can guide health care providers and practitioners to create 

effective and targeted health care campaigns. 

 

4.1 Introduction  

The ongoing increase in the use of health-related social media, especially in health 

care contexts, has increased the importance of harvesting and analyzing its content. 

Health-related social media is mainly used to increase interactions with other, and sharing 

and retrieving health messages [63]. Users in different health-related social outlets share 

their information, family members, or friends to seek help for a wide range of health 

issues [63]. In the United States, more than 60 million Americans have read or 

collaborate in Health 2.0 applications [20]. In addition, 40% of Americans doubt a 

professional opinion when it conflicted with what they form from Web-based health 

social media [20]. Comparing to traditional communication methods, health-related 

social media widening access for health information for public regardless of their race, 

age, locality, and education [63]. 

In this work, we study the intent of posts in different health-related social media. 

We analyzed two types of health-related social media: (1) health Web forums, including 

WebMD and DailyStrength; and (2) general Web-based social networks, namely 

Google+ and Twitter. We randomly selected posts from each source, then manually 

identified and determined the intents based on the post content. For health Web forums, 

we identified four intents as follows: share experience, ask for advice, request/give 
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support, and talking about family. For general Web-based social networks, we identified 

five additional intents: share news, jokes, ads, personal opinion, and educational 

materials. We labeled the posts for each intent, and use supervised learning classifier to 

train the data if there were sufficient posts. The classifiers with greater accuracy were 

utilized to label the rest of our posts. We finally analyzed the demographic-based content 

when possible. 

 

4.2 Related Work  

Many conducted studies and research have been established to extract meaningful 

information from health-related social media, including demographics, diseases, drugs, 

and so forth. Hackworth and Kunz [21] reported that 80% of Americans have searched 

the Internet for health-related information. Sadilek et al. [93] studied the spread infectious 

diseases by analyzing Twitter data using SVM model. Wiley et al [13] studied the impact 

of different characteristics of various social media forums on content. Nikfarjam et al. 

[94] proposed a machine learning-based tagger to extract adverse drug reaction (ADR) 

from health-related social media. Eichstaedt et al. [95]  predicted the count-level heart 

disease mortality by capturing the psychological characteristics of community through 

expressed text in Twitter. Chapter 2 and 3 analyzed the demographic of health-related 

social media, and also performed a demographic-based content analysis to extract top 

distinctive terms, top drugs and disorders, and sentiment and emotion. Krueger et al [69] 

studied the mortality attributable to low education level in the United States, where they 

found people with less than high school degree have more mortality rate. Mislove et al. 
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[24] estimated the gender and ethnicity of Twitter users using reported first name and last 

name. Anderson-Bill et al [72] examined demographics, behavioral, and psychosocial 

characteristics of recruited Web-health users. 

 

4.3 Methods  

4.3.1 Datasets 

As shown in Table 4.1, for health Web forums, we selected 2 different websites, 

WebMD and DailyStrength. The reason for selecting two health Web forums is to cover 

different types of health Web forums, where WebMD is used to ask specific and medical 

related posts, while DailyStrength has broad topics including medical conditions and life 

challenges. For general social networks, we chose Twitter and Google+ for their 

popularity and number of users. More information about the sources including start and 

end date is available in Table A.1 and A.2 of Appendix A. We used 267 representative 

health-related keywords to filter Twitter and Google+ because they are general social 

networks as follows: (1) Drugs: from the most prescriptions dispensed from RxList.com, 

we selected the 200 most popular drugs [36]. By removing the variants of the same drug 

(eg, different milligram dosages), the final list of drugs contained 125 unique drug names. 

(2) Hashtags: from Twitter Hashtags, we selected 11 popular health-related Twitter 

hashtags such as #BCSM (Breast Cancer and Social Media). (3) Disorders: 81 popular 

disorders were selected such as AIDS and asthma. (4) Pharmaceuticals: the 12 largest 

pharmaceutical companies were selected such as Novartis. (5) Insurance: 44 of the 

biggest insurances were selected such as Aetna and Shield. 
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Table 4.1. List of all used sources with their number of posts and with the available 

demographic attributes. 

Dataset 
No. of 

posts 
Gendera Agea Ethnicitya Locationa 

TwitterHealth [27] 11,637,888 
Gender 

classifier 
NO Ethnicity 

classifier 

YES 

Google+Health [28] 186,666 YES YES YES 

DailyStrength [33] 5,948,877 YES YES NO YES 

WebMD [34] 1,128,629 
Gender 

classifier 
NO NO NO 

aNO indicates that the demographic attribute is not provided by the source and no classifier is used due to 

low accuracy. YES indicates that the demographic attribute is provided by the source. More details on the 

demographic classifiers are available in the paper by Sadah et al [96]. 

 

To filter out Twitter using the health-related keyword list to retrieve the relevant 

tweets for TwitterHealth, we used Twitter streaming Application Program Interface (API) 

[37]. For Google+, we used Google+ API [38] to extract the relevant posts for 

Google+Health, by using health-related keyword list in the queries. For health Web 

forums, WebMD and DailyStrength, we built a crawler for each website in Java using 

jsoup [39], a library to extract and parse hypertext markup language content. For each 

website, we collected available data, including posts, user information, keywords, tags, 

and so forth. 

4.3.2 Identifying Intents 

From each source, we randomly selected 1000 posts, and we then manually identify 

the different intents of shared content for each type of health-related social media. As 
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shown in Table 4.2, we identified 9 different intents. The first 4 intents are identified for 

the two types of health-related social media, health Web forums, and general social 

networks. Because Twitter and Google+ are more news-based social media, we identified 

5 more categories to cover the different categories from these sources. 

Table 4.2. List of all identified intents. 

 Intent Example 

Health Web 

Forums – 

General Social 

Networks 

Share Experiences "I could not work after Tylenol.” Or "I 

have taking Lipitor every day.” 

Ask for Specific Medical 

Advice or Information 

“Is honey allowed for diabetics?” 

Request or 

Give Psychological 

Support 

"I hope your diabetes is under control." or 

"We're thinking of you.” 

About Family (Not 

About Self) 

“My son is now nine months old and 

teething like crazy.” 

General Social 

Networks 

Share News “Kaiser Permanente Invites Software 

Developers To Build Apps - Forbes. 

http://feedly.com/k/Zojwq” 

Jokes “Got any jokes about Sodium 

Hypobromite? NaBro.” 

Advertisements “Check out these two vitamins for one 

recipe! http://bit.ly/1471dbn” 

Personal Opinion “Main frustration of lupus is losing the 

ability to do things that used to be 

normal” 

Educational Material “Side Effects of Alzheimer's and 

Dementia Drugs http://bit.ly/cK7L1f” 
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4.3.3 Identifying Intents 

We asked three graduate students to label the selected data, and we used the 

majority vote as the final results for each source. As shown in Table 4.3, the distribution 

of intents in each source is different, where share experiences category is more in health 

Web forums. 

Table 4.3. Percentages of intents in each source from the labeled data. 

Intent WebMD DailyStrength TwitterHealth Google+Health 

Share Experiences 55% 59.4% 14.8% 13.5% 

Ask for Specific 

Medical Advice or 

Information 

48% 25.1% 0.6% 2.1% 

Request or Give 

Psychological Support 
15.8% 13.1% 1.8% 1% 

About Family (Not 

About Self) 
17.3% 10.9% 1% 4.4% 

Share News 

N/A N/A 

11.2% 32.5% 

Jokes 7.06% 5% 

Advertisement 5.2% 14.9% 

Personal Opinion 7% 15.8% 

Educational Material 7.2% 28.8% 

 

To train each category classifier, we extracted 9 different features as shown in 

Table 4.4, where 4 of them are word vector, and the rest are numeric. The feature board 

name is extracted from the post URL, and for the positive and negative emoticons, we 

created a dictionary of positive and negative emotion icons and applied it on a post’s title 

and body text to count the numbers. In order to get the word vector features, we used 
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StringToWordVector class filter from Weka machine-learning toolkit v. 3.8.1 [97], which 

filters strings into N-grams using WordTokenizer class, with the following settings: (1) 

convert all words to lower case, and (2) perform TF/IDF transformation. After getting all 

features, we used Weka’s AttibuteSelection filter with evaluation method of Info Gain 

and search method of Ranker with threshold 0, to get the most important features 

(features with positive InfoGain) to train each classifier. 

Table 4.4. All classifiers training features. 

 Word Vector Numeric 

WebMD Title + body + board 
name 

Number of question marks 
Number of exclamation marks 
Number of positive emoticons 
Number of eegative emoticons 

Number of URLs 
Post Length 

Dailystrength 

Google+ Title + body 

Twitter body 

 

To build the classifiers, we excluded the intents where the percentage is less than 

10%, and for the rest, we split the labeled data to three datasets as follows: (1) training 

dataset (800 posts), (2) validation dataset (100 posts), and (3) test dataset (100 posts). To 

build the classifiers, we train our data using Random Forest classifier by varying three 

different parameters: maximum depth, number of trees, and number of features. For each 

parameter, we consider the range from 1 to 35, that is, there are 42,875 (=353) 

combinations. For all combinations, we train the model using the training dataset, and 

evaluate the accuracy on the validation dataset to select the combination with the highest 

accuracy. Then, we test the model on the test dataset using same parameters. Table 4.5 

and 4.6 show the classifiers’ accuracy for each source. In table 6, we show only the 

classifiers for categories that have more than 10% of labeled data. 
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Table 4.5. Classifiers accuracy for health Web forums. 

Intent 

WebMD DailyStrength 

Accuracy 
Weighted 

Accuracy 
Accuracy 

Weighted 

Accuracy 

Share Experiences 83% 82% 78% 76.7% 

Ask for Specific Medical 

Advice or Information 
89% 88.5% 84% 68% 

Request or Give Psychological 

Support 
86% 56.25% 79% 48.73% 

About Family (Not About Self) 94% 87.24% 91% 63.13% 

 

We only consider the classifiers that have weighted accuracy higher that 75%; 

therefore, we don’t use any classifier from TwitterHealth and Google+Health to further 

analyze the demographics. For WebMD and DailyStrength, we used the classifiers with 

higher accuracy to label the rest of data in both sources, and we report the results in the 

Results section. 

 

Table 4.6. Classifiers accuracy for general social networks. 

Intent 

TwitterHealth Google+Health 

Accuracy 
Weighted 

Accuracy 
Accuracy 

Weighted 

Accuracy 

Share Experiences 93% 68% 89% 72.67% 

Share News N/A 73% 64.28% 

Advertisement N/A 76% 55.65% 

Personal Opinion N/A 82% 51.13% 

Educational Material N/A 77% 65.48% 
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4.4 Results  

In this section, we present the intents results by each demographic when possible. 

As shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6, we only use select 4 intent classifiers: (1) for 

WebMD we have the following intent classifiers: share experience, ask for specific 

medical advice, and about family, and (2) for DailyStrength we have share experience 

intent classifier. The weighted accuracy for both TwitterHealth and Google+Health 

classifiers are not satisfying, however, it’s worth noting from the labeled data that these 

two sources are popular for sharing news and educational material, which is different 

from health Web forums. 

4.4.1 WebMD 

As shown in Table 4.1, WebMD has a gender that was predicted by the gender 

classifier in from Chapter 2. Therefore, we report here the distribution of the three 

selected classifiers from Table 4.5: share experiences, ask for specific medical advice or 

information, and about family (not about self). Figure 4.1 shows the percentages of posts 

shared by male and female for each category, where almost half of the posts shared by 

male and female are about share experiences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Share experiences, ask for specific medical advice or information, and about 

family categories distribution by gender 
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4.4.2 DailtStrength 

There are three demographic attributes reported by DailyStrength as shown in 

Table 1: gender, age, and location. For these demographics attributes, we report the 

results for the category “share experience”, as it’s the only classifier with accuracy higher 

than 75%. Figure 2 shows the category distribution by the different demographic 

attributes, where mostly half of the posts shared by each group are classified as sharing 

experiences.  

  

 
Figure 4.2. Share experiences category distribution by (A) gender, (B) Age, and (C) 

Location 
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4.5 Discussion  

Our results provide useful information that can help health care providers to reach 

the right demographic group. For example, researchers can use health Web forums when 

looking for clinical trials, where nearly half of posts are sharing experiences. Moreover, 

demographic-specific results can help guide the targeted educational campaigns. As an 

example, male users in WebMD ask more specific medical advice questions than female. 

The two types of health-related social media are using differently, which reinforces the 

fact that Twitter and Google+ are more news based social media. 

4.5.1 Limitations 

As users of health-related social media use informal writing style, our selected 276 

words to filter Twitter and Google+ as describe in the Methods section may not cover all 

health-related posts. For example, the abbreviation “iui” (Intrauterine insemination), 

which is widely used in health-related posts but not included in the health-related 

keyword list. Another limitation is the different uses of terms used to filter Twitter and 

Google+. For example, word “cancer” yield many tweets that talk about zodiac signs.  

 

4.6 Conclusion 

In this study, we analyzed the intent of content shared in two different types of 

health-related social media: health Web forums and general social networks. For the two 

type of health-related social media, we manually identified four posts categories 

including: share experiences, ask for specific medical advice, request or give 

psychological support, and about family, and we additionally identified five categories 
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for general social networks including: share news, jokes, advertisements, personal 

opinion, and educational material. After labeling a randomly selected data for each 

source, we built classifiers for each category. We finally made a demographic-based 

content analysis when possible. 
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Chapter 5 

 

5 Mining for Online Health-Related Effects Associated 

with Electronic Cigarettes 

Background: Previous online infodemiological studies reported negative health-effects 

associated with electronic cigarette (EC) use. Automated methods can be valuable to 

retrieve health data for further analysis. 

Objective: Our purpose was to extract and collate a large collection of online forum posts 

related to health-effects associated with EC use between 2008-2015.  We mined a major 

EC online forum that contained various sub-forums, and focused on the posts in a sub-

forum containing health effect data. 

Methods: Data were annotated with a set of medical concepts from the Unified Medical 

Language System (UMLS), using a modified MetaMap tool. Over 1 million posts were 

collected on potential symptoms and disorders associated and/or affected by electronic 

cigarette use. 

Results: Health effects data were grouped into symptoms or disorder data and were 

categorized into 12 organ systems/anatomical regions. Overall, most posts for symptoms 

and disorder data contained negative sentiment (%) across 7 years. Effects were most 

often reported in the neurological, mouth and throat, and respiratory systems for both 

symptoms and disorders. Additionally, users often reported paired symptoms of health 

effects within these categories (i.e. coughing and headache). 
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Conclusion: This study provides additional data on the short-term health effects reported 

by EC users over a period of time. Online forums provide a unique repository of data that 

can be useful for tracking health sentiment, understanding adverse effects and identifying 

potential symptoms associated with EC use. 

 

5.1 Introduction  

Since their introduction nearly a decade ago, electronic cigarettes (EC) have 

gained worldwide popularly without prior knowledge of their effects on human health.  

EC production is not currently well-regulated, and quality control during manufacture has 

frequently been questioned [98]–[102]. Therefore, a wide range of research concerning 

the health effects associated with EC use has been conducted in the past several years. 

These studies include online informatics and survey studies [103], [104], short-term 

physiological assessments of EC use on human health [105], and in vitro and in vivo 

cytotoxicity studies [106]–[112].  

The Internet has become a useful source of information that can be mined for data 

dealing with human health. Online health forums in particular are a useful repository for 

human health data that can be mined to understand health effects users may experience 

and effects that may be underreported in the peer reviewed literature. This 

infodemiological approach has yielded new information EC topography and the on the 

effects of EC use on health [113]–[115]. Previous studies that mined Internet data on EC 

puffing topography showed that puff duration is about twice as long in EC users as in 

conventional smokers [116], [117]. In addition, topography is highly variable among EC 
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users who generally intake much larger volumes of aerosol than smoker’s intake cigarette 

smoke [117]. Our prior study on online heath forums mined information manually from 

major EC websites and identified a number of negative and some positive health effects 

that users attributed to EC use [118].  

EC users can post data relevant to health symptoms they experience with EC 

usage on various online EC forums. Some of these forums have been in existence since 

the introduction of EC and therefore contain health related data spanning more than 7 

years. In this study, we followed-up on a previous infodemiological study in which we 

acquired and analyzed self-reported health effects posted on the Internet forums by EC 

users. We used enhanced automated measures to collect a large dataset from which we 

mined and sorted the various symptoms and disorders that EC users associated with EC. 

The data collected by using informatics tools agree with our previous study that wide-

ranging symptoms can accompany EC use, and enabled us to track sentiment (positive, 

negative, neutral) of EC use across multiple years. These data support the idea that EC 

use is not free of adverse health effects and that it is important to continue tracking a 

range of symptoms that are often reported by users in the forums.   

 

5.2 Methods 

In this section, we describe our collected data, and the methods we used to extract 

the medical concept and measure the sentiment. 

 
 
 

5.2.1 Datasets 
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We collected our data from a large e-cigarette discussion Web forum between 

January 2008 and July 2015. We analyzed the layout of the website and built a crawler in 

Java using the Java library jsoup [39], which is designed to extract and parse information 

from HTML pages. The posts were collected from seven sub-forums. The total number of 

discussion threads is 44,222, and the total number of posts is 1,450,896. However, since 

the primary goal of this paper is to study the short-term health effects produced by e-

cigarette, we only focus on posts that belong to the health sub-forum, which has 2,330 

discussion threads and 41,216 posts. We emphasize that all collected data are publicly 

available, including discussion threads and users’ information.  

5.2.2 Medical Concepts 

We used a modified version  of the MetaMap tool [119] to annotate each post with a 

set of medical concepts from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). The 

UMLS [120] is a repository of a large number of biomedical controlled vocabularies. In 

UMLS, there are 15 high-level semantic groups, which were created to help reduce the 

complexity by grouping the semantic types [121]. In this work, we analyze two semantic 

types, “disorder or syndrome” and “sign or symptoms”, which belong to the “Disorders” 

semantic group. Each concept in UMLS can be assigned to multiple semantic types, but 

only to one semantic group [121]. Since MetaMap was built to annotate the natural 

language text in biomedical academic publications, it is not very effective out-of-the-box 

on social media posts, as it successfully maps the medical terms most of the time, but not 

the descriptive or non-medical terms [80]. To improve the tool’s mapping efficiency, we 
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manually examined and removed misclassified UMLS concepts generated by MetaMap 

by performing the following steps:  

1. For the two semantic types we analyze, disorders and symptoms, we order the 

concepts by their frequencies. 

2. We analyzed the different terms mapped to each concept. 

3. We removed the misclassified concepts from our results. Examples of 

misclassified concepts include: 

a. “mod”, which refers to vape mods, was mapped to “Type 2 diabetes 

mellitus” (C0011860) 

b. “ect”, which is a type of vape mods, was mapped to “Benign Rolandic 

epilepsy” (C2363129) 

c. “pic” was mapped to “Punctate inner choroidopathy” (C0730321) 

For each semantic type, we reported the most frequent disorders and symptoms by 

year and overall. 

5.2.3 Sentiment 

To measure the positive and negative health effects produced by e-cigarette use, 

we used a supervised learning classifier (Random Forest) on a set of manually labeled 

posts to predict the sentiment for unseen posts. We randomly selected 1080 posts, and 

asked three labelers to categorize them as following: 

• Negative: if a post clearly contains a health effect or unpleasant experience or 

complaint that co-occurred with the use of e-cigarette. 
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• Positive: if a post clearly mentions a health improvement or a recovery from 

previous health effects when switching from smoking analogs to e-cigarettes, or a 

good experience with e-cigarettes including products. 

• Neutral: if a post doesn’t express any sentiment. 

Our interpretation of positive and negative is different from typical sentiment 

classifications, and mainly focuses on health-related effects. We first asked the labelers to 

categorize 400 posts, and then we measured the intercoder reliability between the 

labelers. Using “ReCal” [122], an online tool to calculate the reliability for the masses, 

the agreement was 80.53% using the “Average Pairwise Percent Agreement” measure. 

Due to the high agreement, the rest of the posts were split evenly among the labelers to 

categorize. Table 5.1 shows the class distribution of our sample data with examples for 

each class; 44.81% of posts were labeled as negative, 38.51% as neutral, and 16.67% as 

positive.  

Using Weka machine-learning toolkit v. 3.8.1 [97], we first filter our sample data 

after many experiments using StringToWordVector class filter, which filters strings into 

N-grams using WordTokenizer class, with the following settings: (1) convert all words to 

lower case, (2) remove stop words, (3) stem words using Weka built-in stemmer, (4) keep 

only terms that appear at least twice, and (5) retain unigram, bigram, and trigram. We 

then split the sample data as following: (1) 962 posts for the training test, and (2) 118 

posts for the test set. After that, we train our data using Random Forest classifier; 

however, the classifier’s initial accuracy was not satisfactory. 
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Table 5.1. Sample data summary. 

Class 
No. of 

Posts 
Example 

Positive 180 

“Welcome to ECF! I've only been vaping for 2 1/2 weeks, 

but I’ve already noticed a big difference in my lungs (after 

20+ years of smoking). For example, I had a chest cold 

when I started, and in the past, once a cold moved into my 

chest it took a couple of months to get rid of it. … E-cigs 

are pretty darn amazing, IMHO.” 

Neutral 416 

“I dont think there are any tests since flavoring were not 

meant to be inhaled. I think we are taking our chances untill 

some evidence comes out… ” 

Negative 484 

“Hi Everyone, I have been using e-cigarrette for the past 2 

months and very dissappointed that I have to stop, reason 

being my teeth, gums are sensitive and my tooth cracked 

yesterday, I have to have a crown fitted.8-o. I think that the 

nicotine is seriously not good for the mouth. My husband 

and work collegue have also reported sore gums, little sores 

in the mouth. …” 

 

To improve the classifier’s accuracy, we need to address a well-known issue in 

our sample data, which is the imbalanced class distribution [123]. The Positive class as 

seen in Table 5.1 only covers 16.67% of the data, while the Neutral class covers 38.52%s 

and the Negative class covers 44.81%. Thus, we oversampled the Positive class by 

duplicating the posts which they were labeled Positive in the training set only. Table 5.2 

shows the new class distribution for the training set, namely Training (extended). Another 

approach we used to improve the accuracy is annotating all the posts in the sample data 
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with the ancestors of the medical concepts mentioned in the posts. For example, if 

“pneumonia” is mentioned in a post, then the post will be appended with “Disorder of 

lung”. 

Table 5.2. Training data summary. 

Class Training Training (extended) 

Positive 16.53% 28.37% 

Neutral 39.19% 33.63% 

Negative 44.28% 38.00% 

 

After using the new training set, the classifier’s accuracy increased from 66.95% 

to 75.42%. Table 5.3 reports for each class three different measures, including precision, 

recall, and F-measure. As seen in the table, the classifier is most accurate on Negative 

class (F-measure=0.79), followed by Positive and Neutral classes. 

Table 5.3. Test data classification accuracy. 

Class Precision Recall F-measure N 

Positive 0.73 0.72 0.74 21 

Neutral 0.67 0.77 0.71 39 

Negative 0.84 0.74 0.79 58 

Average 0.76 0.75 0.76 118 

 

5.2.4 Data Categorization and Analysis 

After data were collected iteratively they were sorted on MS Excel spreadsheets. 

All health-related effects (symptoms and disorders) reported and/or associated by EC 

users in posts, were grouped according to the organ system/anatomical region, which we 
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defined as “systems”, as previously described by [103]. When a symptom could have 

been associated with more than one system, the effect was assigned to the system for 

which it had the strongest fit (eg, improved sense of taste was assigned to sensory but 

could have been mouth/throat). Frequency distributions for the overall grouped data in 

each system for symptoms and disorders were plotted using GraphPad Prism. 

Additionally, the sentiment for each post were grouped and sorted for each post across 

seven years (2008-2015). We sorted them according to their positive, neutral and 

negative sentiment as described. 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Overall Frequency of Reported Symptoms and Disorders 

To analyze the frequency of reports for various symptoms and disorders, the data 

in Figures 5.1-5.4 were condensed by linking all health effects into structural or 

physiological systems (e.g., sore throat was classified into mouth and throat). The five 

systems that contained the most reports for symptoms were: neurological (N=3623), 

respiratory (N=1995), digestive (N=1637), mouth and throat (N=1390), and 

integumentary (N=853) (Figure 5.1). The top five systems for disorders were respiratory 

(N=2972), mouth and throat (N=1986), neurological (N=1143), integumentary (N=1123) 

and immune (N=739) (Figure 5.2). For both symptoms and disorders, a majority of the 

posts were associated with negative sentiment across all systems (Figure 5.1 & 5.2). 
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Figure 5.1: Frequency distribution of reported symptom posts grouped into their related 

systems or anatomical regions (above). The sentiment distribution (positive, neutral, and 

negative) for each category is shown, along with total frequency of posts (below).  
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Figure 5.2: Frequency distribution associated with reported disorder posts are grouped 
into their related systems or anatomical regions (above). The sentiment distribution 
(positive, neutral, and negative) for each category is shown, along with total frequency of 
posts (below).     
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5.3.2 Symptom and Disorder Frequency and Sentiment Distribution Over Time 

Data were collected for posts between 2008 to 2015. The posts for symptoms and 

disorders were grouped according to their years for analysis. Across all years for both 

symptoms and disorders, we found the frequency distribution of reports per year. 

Additionally, the posts for symptoms and disorders were categorized and their frequency 

per year were summarized in a stacked bar graphs for each year. Mostly negative 

sentiment was associated with the posts in each system or anatomical region. Typically 

for both the top five categories mentioned above, the results remained consistent over 

time (Figure 5.3 & 5.4).   

For the symptoms (Figure 5.3), the posts with the most reports were consistently 

neurological, respiratory, digestive, integumentary, and mouth and throat. For all years 

except 2008, the neurological and respiratory systems were the top two systems. The 

other three systems (digestive, integumentary, and mouth and throat) alternated in some 

years but were generally in the top five systems with the most posts.    

Similarly, the posts containing disorders associated with EC use (Figure 5.4), had 

consistent results for their top five system categories with the most posts. For the 

respiratory and mouth/throat were the top two systems reported in between 2008 through 

2012. Alternating in the top five disorders were the integumentary, neurological, and 

muscular/skeletal systems.   
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Figure 5.3: (A-H) Breakdown of frequency distribution of reported symptom posts from 

2008 to 2015 grouped into their related systems or anatomical regions, along with 

sentiment distribution for each category (positive, neutral, and negative).  
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Although sentiment was generally negative for both symptoms and disorders,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: (A-H) Breakdown of frequency distribution associated with reported disorder 

posts from 2008 to 2015 grouped into their related systems or anatomical regions, along 

with sentiment distribution for each category (positive, neutral, and negative).  
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There was some increased reported of positive effects that can be noted in 2015 for the 

disorders (Figure 5.4). It should also be noted however, that we only have partial 

reporting for the year of 2015, so the results for both symptoms and disorders may not 

have captured all posts for these respective categories. 

5.3.3 Identification of Top Reported Symptoms in Systems with Most Reports  

Heatmaps were generated to view the specific symptoms for the top five systems 

that had the most reported health effects (Figure 5.5 & 5.6). Because most symptoms 

were associated with negative sentiment, we chose to visualize the symptoms associated 

with negative reporting.  

For analysis, the total post number was converted to a log scale value to better 

visualize the frequency of posts. A red-gray-blue color scheme was used to show 

infrequent post counts (blue) to those with the highest frequency (red). Those symptoms 

that are white in the heat maps were associated with neutral or positive posts.  

Numerous symptoms were reported for each system, and the frequency of reports 

varied. Typically, more than half of symptoms had few/trace reporting. Approximately a 

quarter of symptoms for the top five categories had mid-range post frequency between 

10-100 posts (gray color scale). In the neurological system the most common symptoms 

reported were: headaches (N=939), fatigue/tired/malaise (N=468), nausea (N=290), 

dizziness (N=183) and lightheadedness (N=113) (Figure 5.5). In the respiratory system 

the most negative effects were reported for coughing (N=852), wheezing (N=298), 

dyspnea (N=235), and excessively deep breathing (N=112).  
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Figure 5.5: Heatmap of all symptoms reported in the neurological system. Post count 

were converted to log scale with from greatest (red) to least (blue). 
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The most reported symptoms in the digestive system were: heartburn (N=327), 

flatus (N=303), cramping (N=176) and constipation (N=113). In the mouth/throat and 

integumentary systems pain in throat (N=643), harsh voice quality (N=175), pharyngeal 

dryness (N=147), itching skin (N=565), and dry skin (N=121) were commonly reported 

(Figure 5.6). 

 

5.4 Discussion 

The short and long term health effects associated with EC is an important public 

health issue for product users, health professionals, and regulatory agencies. To better 

understand health effects associated with EC use, we have taken a combined 

infodemiological and informatics approach to automatically mine information from a 

large pool of data collected from an online health forum.  Our data, which are based on 

over 1 million online forum posts, showed that a variety of symptoms and disorders were 

found in posts linked to EC. Additionally, the sentiment data for these posts revealed that 

most posts were linked to negative sentiments associated with EC.  

Our data are in general agreement with a previous study that manually examined 

health posts from online EC forums [118]. Using an automated data mining method, we 

were able to look at many more posts, and our results in this larger study are similar to 

those reported in manually mined data. Generally, the systems most effected for 

symptoms and disorders were neurological, respiratory and mouth and throat. For both 

symptoms and disorders, more posts were negative (> 89%%) than positive (<1%), 

probably because individuals tend to post their negative health problems on websites.  
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Figure 5.6: Heatmap of all symptoms reported in remaining top systems (respiratory, 

digestive, mouth and throat, and integumentary). Post count were converted to log scale 

with from greatest (red) to least (blue). 
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Also, the posts were sorted according to key terms linked to their descriptions were 

determined to have a negative connotation.  

In our previous study [118], most posts were associated with negative responses to 

EC use in the respiratory and mouth and throat systems, which was similar to the 

reporting in the top posts of the disorders of this larger study. In this study, neurological 

symptoms were associated with EC use and were similar to those we previously reported 

such as headache and dizziness. The difference in system reporting’s could be associated 

with how the terms were classified/annotated to fit their categories. In our previous study, 

we found many of the symptoms similarly categorized, however we only examined one 

sub forum and looked at primary posts (excluding linked posts to primary user posts). If 

keywords were matched to subsequent posts, they may have been extracted and placed 

into their appropriate bins.   

Although there are relatively few case report studies dealing with EC, those that do 

exist are consistent with our study in that the systems most often effected by EC use in 

the existing case reports were the respiratory, circulatory, mouth and throat, digestive, 

and neurological systems [124], [125].  

Several prior studies have been reported on the effects EC have on blood pressure 

and abnormal heart rate of young adults [126], [127]. For increased heart rate, one study 

observed increased levels of plasma nicotine were during e-cigarette use. In addition, as 

in our previous infodemiological study, we found that EC users from online forums 

reported relatively few different symptoms for the circulatory system such as pounding 

heart, abnormal heart beat, fluttering heart, and widened pulse pressure. In a previous 
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published case report, one young male adult suffered from myocardial infarction after use 

of EC with nicotine in the refill fluid [128]. These online reported symptoms could have 

significantly long-term health impacts if left untreated. 

Nicotine can potentially be an abusive substance and can cause neurological 

damage to youth and adolescents [129]. Most users use EC with nicotine and artificial 

flavorings contained in the refill fluids. Previous studied of poison control centers have 

reported and exponential increase in nicotine poisonings [130] which are often 

underreported in the peer reviewed literature.  

Several prior health-related studies and case reports related to EC have dealt with 

findings in the respiratory, mouth/throat and digestives system. These were three of five 

systems that had the most reported symptoms collated data. Typically, users reported 

coughing/phlegm symptoms. For mouth/throat different pain in throat/mouth and other 

irritation were often reported, and for the digestive system most users reported heartburn, 

flatus, and cramping. In the disorders, some posts revealed pneumonia, gastrointestinal 

and other related mouth ailments, which have been reported in the EC literature case 

reports [125]. Several human patients have experienced lipoid pneumonia, pleurisy or 

other lung defects. Two cases of ulcerative colitis have been found in literature [131], 

[132] which we were able to find hundreds of posts in disorders related to gastrointestinal 

illness. While for mouth and throat, there have only been mechanical injuries reported 

(i.e. explosion injuries to the mouth due to EC), many dental professionals are concerned 

about the adverse effects EC may have on the tooth and gum structure [133]. 
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A recent report on EC usage in the adolescent and young adult populations also 

warn against the dangers of using EC for these populations, due to potential adverse 

health effects to the neurological system. One case report from the literature reported a 

combined neurological/circulatory disorder associated with short term EC use (reversible 

cerebrovascular syndrome).  

 There are several components of EC that could contribute to negative health 

events. Previous studies have reported cytotoxicity related to particular EC flavorings, 

potentially harmful substances in the aerosol and refill fluids [99], [101], [134]–[137], 

nicotine overdose and poisoning from EC refill fluids [112], [138]–[142], and general 

harm from mechanical injury [133], [143]. Also, individual user puffing topography and 

style of use, choice of EC device and EC refill fluids can all have different contributing 

factors to various health effects reported [117]. 

In our paired symptoms listing (not shown here), we found that EC symptoms are 

not always reported discretely. Users can report multiple symptoms affected by EC use, 

as we had documented in our previous study as well [118]. In our total collection of 

posts, we saw the dramatic number of negative sentiment posts compared to positive 

sentiment, suggesting that EC users have experienced or write more about 

negative/neutral experiences associated with EC use compared to positive events.  

This study was able to track data for the past 7 years by using high-throughput 

processing to extract and sort amassed data.  Using the definitions for user reported 

symptoms and disorders, we systematically sorted posts to each category and further 

grouped them into their respective years which they were associated.   Future studies 
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employing similar methods can also take into account potential linked-health histories for 

certain users who have posted on multiple occasions across different years. We treated 

these posts discretely, but future histories linking users to multiple posts could potentially 

create online medical histories for individuals. This can be useful to view progression of 

conditions or benefits from EC use. Also, this can be used to better monitor user health 

associated with EC use, or even general health monitoring of health from online 

databases. As more measures become available to track and evaluate health data online, 

the Internet becomes increasingly valuable repository where users have identified and 

self-reported their health effects. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

This study contributes to the growing body of knowledge linking use of EC to 

adverse effects and negative symptoms. It brings further awareness to the different 

systemic effects EC can have and also reiterates the importance of using online social 

media and forums to mine data for health effects attributed to EC use. When we 

previously reported, the respiratory, mouth and throat and neurological systems had the 

most posts for adverse effects linked to E-cigarette uses. Now, in literature EC can trigger 

severe conditions such as lipoid pneumonia and other respiratory distress [144]–[149]. 

Also, there is growing concern for the effect of EC on the mouth, teeth and gums which 

are continually being investigated [133]. We have also seen that irreversible damage 

caused by nicotine to youths is an important public health awareness concern that should 

continually be addressed [129]. More symptoms and disorders reported will need to be 
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confirmed with further laboratory assessments and case reports in the literature, however 

these data can still be useful in monitoring the effects users post or mention in social 

media outlets and forums.   
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Chapter 6 

 

6 Querying Documents Annotated by Interconnected 

Entities 

In a large number of applications, from biomedical literature to social networks, there are 

collections of text documents that are annotated by interconnected entities, which are 

related to each other through association graphs. For example, PubMed articles are 

annotated by Mesh terms, which are related through ontological relationships, and social 

posts are related through the friendship graph of their authors. To effectively query such 

collections, in addition to the text content relevance of a document, the semantic distance 

between the entities of a document and the query must be taken into account. 

In this paper, we propose a novel query framework, which we refer as keyword querying 

on graph-annotated documents, and query techniques to answer such queries. Our 

methods automatically balance the impact of the graph entities and the text content in the 

ranking. Further, we propose several indexing schemes and early termination algorithms 

to generate the top-k results. 

Our thorough qualitative and quantitative evaluation on real datasets shows that our 

methods improve the ranking quality and the execution time compared to baseline 

ranking systems. 
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6.1 Introduction  

Much research has studied how to query interconnected documents, such as Web 

pages [150], relational databases (tuples are the documents) [151]–[153], or XML data 

(XML elements are the documents) [154]. In these settings, the assumption is generally 

that the user submits a keyword query and the system combines the text similarity with 

the graph structure to rank documents or collections of documents. 

However, this paradigm misses the quite common scenario where the 

relationships do not exist directly between the documents, but between graph entities 

contained in the documents. As a first example, consider PubMed documents (or 

Electronic Medical Records), which are annotated manually or automatically by a set of 

MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) or SNOMED-CT [155] concepts, where the 

associations between the concepts are defined by the MeSH and SNOMED-CT 

ontologies. As another example, consider the posts of a social network, which contain the 

id of their author (and possibly of the recipients too), and the users are connected through 

a friendship graph. In the former case, the graph entities are the concepts, and in the latter 

case the graph entity is the user who submits the query. 

We specifically study the problem where the query, in addition to keywords, 

specifies one or more graph entities (or simply “entities”) of interest.  For example, as 

shown in Figure 6.1, in the case of PubMed, the query may specify the concept (entity) 

“Heart Valve Finding (C5)” and the keywords “dyspnea” and “fever”. This means that 

the user is interested in documents that have been annotated by the concept “Heart Valve 

Finding (C5)” or a similar one, and are relevant to the keywords “dyspnea” and “fever”. 
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In the social networks domain, the user who submits the query becomes the entity, 

meaning that he is more interested in documents posted by closer friends. For example, if 

user John in Figure 6.2 submits a query with keyword “birthday”, he likely prefers a post 

related to “birthday” by his direct friend Mike than by his farther friend Bob (assuming 

other factors such as freshness, user influence and text similarity are the same). 

We refer to the above type of queries as keyword queries on graph annotated 

documents, to differentiate them from the more traditional keyword queries on 

interconnected data mentioned above.  In addition to the biomedical data and social 

networks, the keyword queries on graph-annotated documents can be found in other 

domains. In e-commerce, products have a description and are annotated by a product 

category (e.g., “SLR Camera”); the category becomes the entity. In spatial databases, 

each document may have a location and a graph of (e.g., roads) that defines the distances 

between them; the user’s location becomes the entity. 

A query may have several entities from the same or different association graphs. 

For example, a user may be searching in a health forum for information related to concept 

“Heart Valve Finding (C5)” (first entity), and have a preference towards posts from 

closer friends (second entity), and also specify a set of keywords. 

A key challenge in effectively answering keyword queries on graph-annotated 

documents is to balance the importance of the various graph entities and the keyword 

terms. For example, in the above social network query by John, if there is a post by Bob 

that is very relevant to keyword “Obama”, it is likely a better result than a post of Mike 

that is less relevant to Obama, if Obama is a global (not local) topic in the social network. 
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In contrast, if John specifies keyword “birthday”, he is likely interested in birthday posts 

of his friends only. 

A second key challenge is how to execute keyword queries efficiently with graph 

entities, given that we don’t know how far we have to go on the association graphs (in the 

social network application the friendship graph) to find the top results.  This is different 

from the traditional query expansion [156] problem, where we typically select a few 

terms to add to the query. 

 
 

Figure 6.1: A subgraph of the SNOMED-CT ontology 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 6.2: Example of social network graph showing the post IDs for users 
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In this work, we make the following contributions: 

• We define the keyword queries on graph-annotated documents problem, and 

propose an effective framework that intelligently balances graph entities relevance with 

key- word relevance (Sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively). 

• We propose several indexing schemes and efficient algorithms to answer 

keyword queries on graph-annotated documents (Section 6.5). 

• We evaluate the results quality of our proposed frame- work, comparing to 

several baseline methods through a comprehensive user study (Section 6.6.1). 

• We evaluate the time performance of our proposed frame- work on two real 

datasets (Section 6.6.2). 

Section 6.2 presents the related work and we conclude in Section 6.7. 

 

6.2 Related Work 

6.2.1 Keyword search in databases 

There is much work on key-word search on interconnected entities. The key goal 

is to find subtrees of connected entities that collectively contain all the keywords [151], 

[153], [154], or to leverage the links to rank the importance of each entity [152]. 

However, they do not consider contained graph entities or even ontological relationships, 

as they focus on exact matches. 

6.2.2 Ontology-based query expansion 

XontoRank [157] exploits ontological relationships to answer keyword queries on 

XML documents. For that, it precomputes the semantic distance for each pair of keyword 
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and concept up to a specified semantic distance threshold, and uses this information to 

expand the query keywords with relevant concepts. Precomputing all pairs of distances is 

infeasible in our setting as we do not have a distance threshold. Further, their query only 

contains keywords and not graph entities, which are necessary in our setting (e.g. to 

specify the user who submits a query in a social network). The same limitations also 

apply to Arvanitis et al. [158], which proposes methods to find electronic medical records 

(EMRs) similar to a query EMR. Another difference is that XOntoRank uses tree 

traversal algorithms to find subtrees that contain all keywords, whereas we are searching 

collections of documents. 

Xiong and Callan [15] use semi-structured data sources such as controlled 

vocabularies and knowledge bases to improve the quality of ranking – entities from 

external sources are used as objects connecting query and documents.  Their proposed 

technique “EsdRank” annotates the query using related objects from external data to 

improve retrieved documents. Tonon et al. [16] answer keyword queries using an 

inverted index and semi-structured data by expanding queries entities to improve search 

effectiveness. Dalton et al. [14] proposed entity query feature expansion (EQFE), which 

uses semi-structured data (Google Freebase) to annotate query and documents with 

features from entities, including structured attributes and text in order to maximize the 

retrieval effectiveness. Considering query term dependencies, Nikolaev et al. [159] 

account for full query term dependencies and sequential query term dependencies when 

expanding the query using semi-structured data, and use number of statistical and 

linguistic features to estimate their probabilistic mapping onto the fields of semi-
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structured data. The aim of these works is to effectively expand the query using the semi-

structured data entities, whereas in our setting the entities are provided by users as part of 

the query, and our focus is on (a) balancing the impact of entities and keywords and (b) 

studying the time performance. 

6.2.3 Top-K algorithms 

Several top-k algorithms have been proposed to combine ranked lists [160]. 

However, these works generally assume that we know the set of ranked lists, whereas in 

our case we have to consider jumping from the list of an entity to the lists of its neighbors 

on the association graph. Nevertheless, our top-k algorithm build upon the early 

termination and threshold computation ideas of previous work [161]. 

6.2.4 Search in social networks 

Bonaque et al. [162] presented a new data model called S3, which captures the 

properties of rich sources like social networks, including social, structured, and semantic 

dimensions. They also proposed a top-k algorithm called S3K that retrieves the most 

relevant documents or document fragments by considering the three dimensions captured 

by S3. However, the structure captures only one entity relation between the document 

and the user since it’s mainly for social networks, while in our work a document may be 

annotated by more than entity. Moreover, their queries consist only one entity called 

“seeker”, while in our work we can have one or more query entities from one or multiple 

association graphs. Maniu and Cautis [163] proposed a top-k algorithm that relies 

exclusively on weight of tagging systems. Given a query consisting of a user and 

keywords (tags in this case), the algorithm shall return top-k relevant documents having 
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the highest score with respect to the keywords and the proximity (or social) scores 

between the users. Hence, items tagged by closer users are given more weights, while in 

our work we balance the importance of annotation entities with query keywords. 

 

Table 6.1: Association graphs 
 

Association Graph Entity Association Edge 

ontology concept semantic relationship 

social network user friendship 

spatial objects object location distance 

 
 

6.3 Problem Definition and Semantic 

Let D be a collection of documents. Each document � � � is defined as a tuple 

(�. �, �. 	), where �. � is its textual content and �. 	 is a set of graph entities by which d 

is annotated. 

The graph entities are related to each other through one or more association 

graphs. An association graph � = (, �) consists of a set of entities (nodes) N, and a set 

of association edges E. The nodes and edges in various association graphs are shown in 

Table 6.1. An ontology graph is often a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where N is a set 

of concepts and E is a set of relations between the concepts. On the other hand, a social 

network graph could be an undirected (e.g. friendship connections in Facebook) or 

directed graph (e.g. follower/followee connections in Twitter), where N is a set of users 

and E is a set of relationships between users. In the rest of the paper, for simplicity of 

presentation, we assume that there is only one association graph; extending the 

algorithms for multiple association graphs is straightforward. 
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Figure 6.1 shows a subset of an association graph based on the SNOMED-CT 

ontology, where concepts are related through “is-a” relationships. The SNOMED-CT 

ontology [155] contains more than 300K medical concepts that are connected through 

various relation- ship types including the “is-a” relationship (e.g. head “is-a” body-part). 

In our experiments, we only consider the directed “is-a”’ relationships for SNOMED-CT. 

For each document � � �, the textual data is analyzed to extract the UMLS concepts 

using the MetaMap tool [13]. Note that we only indexed concepts that correspond to 

SNOMED-CT concepts. 

Example 6.1: Consider the following documents that correspond to substrings of 

PubMed abstracts: 

d1: “A 59-year-old male had a latent epicardial mass discovered at cardiovascular 

imaging during the assessment of an aortic murmur (C9)” 

d2: “Closure of an atrial septal defect with a one-way flap (C6) patch in a patient 

with severe pulmonary hypertension (C1)” 

d3: “A 63-year-old man who was admitted to the emergency department with new 

and spontaneous onset of fatigue, dyspnea, and palpitations (C1)” 

The concepts detected in each document are underlined, and the concept ids (e.g., 

C9) correspond to the ones in Figure 6.1. 

Example 6.2: Consider social posts, which are annotated by the id of their author. In 

contrast to ontology graphs, each document here can be annotated with only one entity. 

Sup- pose we have the following posts and the social network graph shown in Figure 6.2. 
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d1: Sara: “Obama to announce $600 million in grant programs to prepare 

workforce for jobs” 

d2: Natalie: “Michael Bloomberg Pledges Million to Push Gun Control” 

d3: Bob: “Obama Supporters Don’t Know Obama” 

A keyword query on graph-annotated documents � = (�. �, �. 	) consists of 

�. �, a set of query keywords, and �. 	 = (�. 	�, . . . , �. 	�), a set of graph entities, from 

one or more association graphs (we focus on one association graph as explained above). 

A Top-k keyword query on graph-annotated documents returns a ranked list of the 

k most relevant documents from D based on a similarity function that combines both the 

graph entities and the textual similarity. 

Example 6.1 (cont’d): A query is Q = ({“cardiovascular”}, {Heart Valve Finding 

(C5)}), where “cardiovascular” here is the keyword, and Heart Valve Finding is the 

concept (graph entity). 

Example 6.2 (cont’d): if user “John” submits keyword query “Obama policies”, the 

corresponding keyword query with graph entity is Q = ({“Obama”, “policies”}, {John}). 

Our contribution in this paper is to balance the impact of the query keywords and 

the query entities in the ranking (Section 6.4) and to compute the top-k documents 

efficiently (Section 6.5). 
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6.4 Ranking Semantics 

To keep the ranking model generic in terms of combining functions, we define 

separately the impact of the query keywords �������(�. �, �. �) and graph entities 

����(�. 	, �. 	) and combine them by a monotone aggregate function. We emphasize 

that our focus is on (a) the effective balancing of the keywords and entities impacts and 

(b) the efficient query execution, and not on the best way of defining the semantic 

distance between two graph nodes, which has been studied extensively as discussed in 

Section 6.2. The proposed algorithms can be adapted for a wide range of monotone 

impact and combining functions. The monotonicity for the graph entities is defined on the 

path length between two entities, whereas for the keywords impact is defined on the term 

frequencies or other text features. 

The score of the document d for query Q is: 

�����(�, �) = �(����(�. 	, �. 	), �������(�. �, �. �)) (6.1) 

 

The combining function f may include other features such as document or user 

popularity. We adopt a previously proposed combining function that multiplies the 

impact of the two components and uses a decay factor for the entities distance [154] 

(originally used in the context of XML documents): 

�����(�, �) =  ��� !(".#,$.#)  × �������(�. �, �. �) (6.2) 

 

where α < 1.0 is the distance decay factor in the association graph G. A key challenge, 

which we tackle in Section 6.4.1, is the computation of α. 
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For the purpose of the experiments, to compute ����(�. 	, �. 	), we build upon 

previous work [157], [164], and define it as the sum of the shortest path distances 

between each of the query’s graph entities in �. 	 and their closest document entity in 

�. 	. In other words, ����(�. 	, �. 	) is the sum of the number of edges between every 

entity in �. 	 and its closest entity in �. 	. Formally, ����(�. 	, �. 	) is defined as 

follows: 

����(�. 	, �. 	) =  & �. �ℎ������()�ℎ(*, �. 	)
+∈$.#

 (6.3) 

 

where ShortestPath computes the length of the shortest path in association graph between 

an entity q and its closest entity in set �. 	. In the case of multiple association graphs, the 

score is defined as following: 

�����(�, �) =  - �.
..�� !(".#,$.#) × �������(�. �, �. �)

/01 2345 .
 (6.4) 

 

where �G is the decay factor for association graph G. 

An example of a specific text ranking function �������(�. �, �. �) used in our 

experiments is as follows: 

�������(�. �, �. �) =  & ��(�. �, �) × ���(�)
!∈$.6

 (6.5) 
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where the normalized term frequency is defined as 

��(�. �, �) =  �(�, �. �)
�	7 ∈".6�(�, �. �) (6.6) 

 

and �(�, �. �) is the frequency of term � in �. �, and 

���(�) = 8�9 |�|
;�	<�(� ∈ �: � ∈ �) (6.7) 

 

where |�| is the number of documents in collection �. Other Information Retrieval 

keyword similarity functions such as BM25 are possible [165]. 

6.4.1 Computation of α Parameter 

In this subsection, we explain how α is computed to balance the relevance of the 

graph entity distance with the key- word similarity. We argue that the following intuition 

holds, which we also evaluate in Section 6.1: If the documents that match the query 

keywords have similar content regardless of their distance to the query’s graph entities, 

then the distance should have a smaller importance. 

Specifically, if the association graph is a social network, this means if user John 

specifies keyword “Obama” and his friends do not have any consistent political views 

(e.g., some are Republican, some Democrat, and some undecided), then John would 

likely be interested in posts about Obama coming from both close friends and the rest of 

the network. Thus, the importance of �. 	 is higher. In contrast, if John’s friends discuss 

a topic about Obama (e.g., his immigration views), which is distinct from the general 

chatter about Obama on the whole network, then John would prefer posts from his friends 
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rather than from the rest of the network; thus, the importance of �. � is higher. As 

another example, for query “birthday party”, if John’s friend had a party, then John 

would be most interested in posts about that party and not about a random party on the 

network. 

To achieve the above intuition in the social network application, we compute the 

content difference between the local community and the whole network for the set of 

documents that match the query keywords �. �. A popular measure of the difference of 

two sets of documents is the Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence [166], which measures 

the difference between two probability distributions, specifically the distribution of terms 

in the posts relevant to �. � from the user’s social neighborhood, and the distribution of 

terms in the posts relevant to �. � in the whole network: 

>?(�$#, �$) = & �$#(@)8�9 �$#(@)
�$(@)A∈A043B

 (6.8) 

 

where �$# and �$ are the probability distributions of the relevant posts in the 

neighborhood of the user u and in the whole social network (hence the latter may be 

precomputed as a set of term, probability, pairs), respectively. Let D be the set of all posts 

in the social network, and let �$ be the subset of D that contains at least one of the 

keywords in �. �, and �$# be the subset of �$ posted by users with distance up to T from 

the query user u. Suppose we have n query terms in �. �, we compute the exact value of 

�$ as: 
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�$(@) = ∑ ��(�, @)"∈�D
∑ ��(�, @E)"∈�D ,AE∈A043B

 (6.9) 

 

To compute �$#, we concatenate the text of all posts that are relevant to �. � (e.g., 

that contain all terms in �. �) posted by users with distance up to T from the query user 

u. We set the threshold T = 1 to only consider direct friends. 

�$#(@) =
∑ ��(�, @)"∈�DF

∑ ��(�, @E)"∈�D F ,AE∈A043B
 (6.10) 

 

As an example, the word “Peter” may appear with probability �$#((����) =

0.001 in the user’s neighborhood and with probability �$((����) = 0.00005 in the 

whole social network. To incorporate the KL measure in our scoring function (Equation 

6.2), we need first to normalize it for each query Q between (0, 1) since KL is unbounded. 

Therefore, we define using KL as follow: 

� = �JKL(MDF,MD) (6.11) 

 

That is, the larger KL means the two sets of documents are different, and hence 

the posts from user’s neighborhood are more preferable. The same rationale applies to 

several other types of association graphs, such as the ontology graph discussed above. 
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Table 6.2: Indexes and algorithms that use them (x denotes that an index is used by an 

algorithm) 

Index Description Access 
Entity-

first 

Term-

first 
Parallel 

TF Lookup 

index 
(���7, ���	7�<��� → �� random x   

Term index (���7) → [���	7�<���, ��] sequential  x x 

Entity index (�<���Q) → [���	7�<���] sequential x  x 

Distance 

lookup index 
(�<���Q, ���	7�<��� → ���� random  x x 

 

 

6.5 Indexes and Algorithms 

In this section, we first present necessary indexes to store the data for the proposed 

algorithms; then we describe our three proposed algorithms to generate top-k results 

efficiently for keyword queries on graph-annotated documents. 

6.5.1 Indexes 

As it is shown in Table 6.2, we created four different indexes: 1. The TF lookup 

index, which is used for random accesses to get term frequency given a term and a 

document ID. 2. The Term index, is an inverted index to map each term to a list of 

(���	7�<���, ��) pairs sorted by term frequency in descending order. 3. The Entity 

index, that maps each entity to a set of documents IDs. 4. The Distance lookup index is 

an adaptation of Akiba’s exact shortest-path index, which allows computing pairwise 

shortest paths on large graphs [167]. 
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Briefly, Akiba’s shortest-path computation is based on distance labeling of 

vertices, in which the algorithm conducts a breadth-first search from all vertices with 

pruning to build an index. In the labeling method, they precomputed a label ?(@) for each 

vertex v in graph G that contains pairs of (	, R#A), where 	 is a vertex and R#A is the 

distance between @ and u in graph G. The pruning reduces the number of labels, which 

yields fast preprocessing time, small index space, and fast query time. To answer a 

distance query between two vertices @ and 	, a merge-join algorithm is used to find the 

minimal distance between the labels of vertices. 

To adapt this method to our datasets, we first built the index using the association 

graph, and then we added all the documents to the index as vertices, where each 

document’s label is a union of the graph entities labels’ in which the document is 

attached to. 

If two pairs share the same vertex from different entities, we keep the pair with 

the minimum distance. Adding documents labels after building the index of the 

association graph is more useful when new documents are added to the dataset, where the 

labels can be added separately instead of building a whole new index. 

Considering example 6.1, suppose we have the following two labels ?(;1), ?(;6) 

for concepts ;1 and ;6 from Figure 6.1, respectively: 

 ?(;1)  → [(;2, 1), (;3, 1), (;4, 2), (;5, 2)] 
 ?(;6)  → [(;4, 1), (;5, 1), (;8, 1), (;7, 2)] 
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This means that the shortest path from ;1 to ;2 has length 1, from ;1 to ;3 length 1, 

from ;1 to ;4 length 2, and so on. Thus, the label set of document d2 that is annotated 

with ;1 and ;6, is the union of ?(;1) and ?(;6) labels: 

 ?(�2)  → [(;2, 1), (;3, 1), (;4, 1), (;5, 2), (;8, 1), (;7,2)] 

Which means the shortest distance from d2 to ;2 is 1, and so on. Note that, if a 

vertex is in both lists, the vertex with the minimum shortest-path stays in the union. In 

example above, (;4, 2) and (;5, 2) are removed from the union of the ?(;1) and ?(;6). 

The following theorem shows that the above method of taking the union of the 

labels of the graph entities of a document allows computing optimal shortest paths 

between that document and any entity in the association graph. 

Theorem 6.1 To compute the shortest path of a document from a single entity, the 

document only requires to maintain the labels that are associated with its entities.  

Proof Sketch: For example, suppose a document d includes two entities ;1 and 

;2, where each entity has the following list of labels: 

 ;1 → [(;0, 2), (;3, 4), (;5, 3), (;10, 1)] 
 ;2 → [(;0, 1), (;4, 3), (;5, 6), (;8, 4)] 

Suppose ;9 is in the list of � ⟹  ∃ node ;\, such that shortest path from � ]^→ ;\. 

Therefore, shortest path from ;1 or ;2 to ;\ goes through ;9, which is not possible since 

neither one has ;9.  

In the next section, we explain how each algorithm uses a subset of indexes above 

to compute top-k results. 
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6.5.2 Algorithms 

We present three algorithms to compute exact top-k results: 1. Entity-first, 2. 

Term-first, and 3. Parallel. Briefly, the Entity-first algorithm uses Entity index to match 

the query’s graph entities �. 	, and then performs lookup using TF lookup index to find 

the term frequency of each query keyword for the matched documents. The Term-first 

algorithm uses Term index to match query keywords �. �, and then does lookup using 

Distance lookup index to match the query’s graph entities �. 	. The Parallel algorithm 

uses both Entity and Term indexes to efficiently find the top-k relevant documents. 

Table 6.3: Main variables used in our algorithms 

candidates 
Set of documents which are candidates of the 

query answers 

top-k Set of top-k documents 

th The maximum possible score of unseen documents 

min-tk 

The minimum score of current top-k documents 

(the min value is used if the exact document score not 

known yet) 

max-m 
The maximum possible score of the documents in 

candidates (i.e., max of documents’ maximum values) 

dist 
Current sum of the distances (i.e. of last accessed 

documents) from all query’s graph entities 

 

Each algorithm exploits early termination through computing a threshold for the 

unseen documents, in a way in- spired by the threshold algorithm. 
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Table 6.3 lists the main variables we used in our algorithms. We maintain 

minimum and maximum scores for each document d in the candidate documents for top-k 

results, where minimum is computed by replacing unknown values with 0 in Equation 

6.2, and maximum is computed by replacing the unknown values with current list values. 

It is worthy of mention that in this paper, we do not limit the distance computation by a 

threshold. 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Example of Term and Entity indexes from Table 6.2 

Entity-first Algorithm  

In this method, the association graph is loaded into memory to access the 

neighbors of the query’s graph entities whenever needed. As shown in Table 6.2, we use 

two indexes.  We first access in parallel the lists of document IDs of the query’s graph 

entities �. 	 using the Entity index. For each retrieved document, we perform a random 

access using TF lookup index to get the �� score and compute the document’s score using 

Equation 6.2. Once the document list of an entity is exhausted, we move to the lists of its 

neighbors, which we access through the association graph. The algorithm terminates 

when the maximum possible score of seen documents max-m and the maximum possible 

score of unseen documents threshold are less than the minimum top-k value min-tk.  

 

Anxiety 

Headach

C2 

(d1,3), (d4,3), (d5,2), (d2,1) 

(d2,4), (d6,3), (d1,2), (d7,1) 

 d1, d2, d5, d7 

Term Index 

Entity Index 
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Figure 6.4: Entity-first algorithm 

 

To better illustrate the algorithm, consider the following example: 

Example 6.3: Suppose a user submits query Q=({“anxiety”, “headache”},{cardiac 

finding (C2)}),  where “anxiety” and “headache” are the query keywords, and “cardiac 

finding(C2)” is the entity shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.3 shows an example of retrieved 

document lists from Entity and Term indexes. The entity-first algorithm starts by 

retrieving one or more lists of document IDs annotated by the query’s graph entity (C2) 

Figure 6.4. Next, the algorithm processes document d1, and then does random access 

using TF lookup index to get the �� scores of the document d1 with both query keywords 

(“anxiety”, “headache”) - step 1 in Figure 6.4. After retrieving the �� scores of d1, the 

algorithm sets the threshold and computes the minimum and maximum scores for d1 

using Equation 6.2. If the minimum score of d1 is higher than the threshold, then the 

algorithm adds it to top-k or keeps it in the candidates when its maximum score is higher 

than the minimum score of current top-k documents. The algorithm continues to process 

the rest of the documents d2, d3, d4 in the same way. If all the documents that are 
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annotated by query’s graph entity C2 have been processed, and the termination condition 

has not satisfied yet, the algorithm will then access the neighbors of C2 to retrieve their 

document lists, and updates the threshold accordingly. 

Term-first Algorithm 

In this algorithm, two indexes are used: Term and Distance lookup as mentioned 

in (Table 6.2). For each query keyword in �. �, the algorithm accesses in parallel a list of 

document IDs and �� scores pairs using the Term index. For each seen document, we do 

a random access for each query’s graph entity in �. 	, to find the distance between the 

query’s graph entity and the document. Similar to the Entity-first algorithm, this 

algorithm terminates when the maximum possible score of seen documents max-m and 

the maximum possible score of unseen documents �ℎ are less than the minimum top-k 

value min-tk.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Term-first algorithm 
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Considering Example 6.3, the algorithm first retrieves the lists of the query’s keywords 

(“anxiety”, “headache”) Figure 6.5.  Then, the algorithm processes a document from each 

list at the same time (d1, d2), and then accesses the Distance lookup index to get the 

distance between the documents and the query’s graph entity C2. Next, the algorithm sets 

the threshold and computes the minimum and maximum scores for (d1, d2) using 

Equation 6.2. Similar to the previous algorithm, if the minimum score of either d1 or d2 

is higher than the threshold then the algorithm adds it to top-k or keeps it in the 

candidates when its maximum score is higher than the minimum score of current top-k 

documents. The second step is similar to step 1, where the algorithm processes (d3, d6). 

Steps 3 and 4 are also similar to the first two steps, except that the algorithm does not do 

Distance lookup for (d1, d2) since it has already done in the first two steps. The algorithm 

continues the same steps until the termination condition satisfied, or all the term lists are 

exhausted. 

Parallel Algorithm  

In this method, two indexes Entity and Term are used as pointed in Table 6.2. 

Simultaneously, the algorithm retrieves at least two lists at the same time for each query’s 

graph entity and query’s term from both indexes. Similar to the previous methods, this 

algorithm terminates when the maximum possible score of seen documents max-m and 

the maximum possible score of unseen documents th are less than the minimum top-k 

value min-tk. Parallel is a non-random access algorithm that reads both the Term and 

Entity indexes in parallel. As we discuss later, in the special case where the term lists are 

exhausted, we perform random access using the Distance lookup index. 
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Figure 6.6: Parallel algorithm 

 

Considering Example 6.3, the algorithm retrieves the lists of the query’s 

keywords (“anxiety”, “headache”) and entity C2 as shown in Figure (6.6). In the first 

step, the algorithm first processes a document from each set, d1 and d2 here, and 

computes their minimum and maximum scores along with setting the threshold value. If 

the minimum score of any document is higher than the threshold, the algorithm adds it to 

top-k or keeps it in the candidates when its maximum score is higher than the minimum 

score of current top-k documents. The algorithm continues to process the documents in 

the same way, and updates the scores of the documents based on their existence in other 

lists.  If all the lists attached to C2 have been retrieved and the termination condition has 

not been satisfied, the algorithm will then access the neighbors of C2 (step 5 in Figure 

6.6). Another possible case is when the term lists are exhausted, i.e. there are no more 

lists to retrieve. In this case, we use the Distance lookup index to find the distance 

between all the documents in candidates and the query’s graph entities to compute the 

exact score and return top-k results. 

Step Value 

1 7 

2 6 

3 4 

4 2 

5 1 

Threshold 

Headach

C2 

(d1,3), (d4,3), (d5,2),  (d2,1) 

(d2,4), (d6,3), (d1,2),  (d7,1) 

   d1,        d2,       d5,       d7 

Term Index 

Entity Index 

 

Anxiety 

1 2 3 4 

C5 C8 5 
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In the next section, we present the qualitative experiments to measure the precision of 

KL-based method, and we also present the time performance of the three algorithms. 

Table 6.4: Description of datasets 
 

Property Entities Documents 

Health Web Forums 296,433 concepts 2,961,526 

Twitter 18,492 users 221,643 

 

6.6 Experiments 

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of our proposed algorithms. 

First we describe our datasets, and then we present two types of experiments: qualitative 

and time performance. 

Datasets: We conducted our experiments on two real datasets: (i) Health Web forums, 

and (ii) Twitter. 

The health Web forums dataset was obtained from various websites including 

dailystrength.org support groups, Webmd.com, and Drugs.com. The collected posts from 

these sources were further parsed and annotated with medical concepts corresponding to 

SNOMED-CT ontology using MetaMap tool [13]. We don’t evaluate the precision of the 

annotated data since it is out of our scope. Posts with less than 10 words were ignored as 

they are often spam or convey no useful information. 

The Twitter dataset was obtained using the Twitter Streaming API [37]. Since the 

relations between users are bidirectional, i.e. each user has followers and followings, we 

discarded all unidirectional relations to convert the graph to undirected one, that is, we 

only keep an edge between two users if they follow each other. The goal of only 
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considering bidirectional relations is to define the local and global communities for each 

user. Since there is no large public Twitter dataset that has users’ connections, and the 

rate limit to get user’s connection from Twitter REST API is strict (one request/minute 

for each followers and followings), we only use a small dataset. Similar to health Web 

forums, we ignored tweets with less than 5 words. 

Table 6.4 shows a description of our datasets, including the number of the 

association graph entities and documents. 

Setup: All indexes and algorithms were implemented in Java. The experiments were 

conducted on a 12 core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 6168 using 64 GB of RAM. All 

index structures are disk resident, and stored on a Cassandra database. 

6.6.1 Qualitative 

In this first set of experiments, we evaluate our proposed ranking method, which 

computes α parameter using the KL strategy based on user’s community, as we discussed 

in Section 6.4.1. To achieve this, we used 20 queries, where each query consists of a user 

who submits the query, and a list of keywords. For that, we selected 15 different users 

from Twitter dataset, where each user has at least 20 friends and 10 tweets. For each 

query Q, we combined the query keyword �. � with the user id as the graph entity �. 	, 

and then we computed the top-3 results by using 6 different methods: 

1. Two baselines: 

• ������� baseline: computes document scores using the text similarity 

only, and ignore the distance to the �. 	 
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• Distance baseline: orders the documents by their distance from the user; 

for ties orders by decreasing document freshness 

2. Static α parameter, using Equation 6.2. We consider α =0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 

3. Adaptive (query-specific) α using KL divergence, as shown in Equation 6.10 

After finding the top-3 results for each of the methods, we took the union of the 

results and conducted a user study. We asked seven students to imagine that they are the 

selected Twitter users �. 	, and to mark the top-3 relevant tweets for each of the 20 

queries (the distance of each tweet to the user is also displayed). To help them get an idea 

of what their friends and the rest of the network talk about, we provided them with the 

following information: 

1. Top 20 tweets of the local community (immediate network) that contain the 

query keyword 

2. Top 20 tweets of the global community (all users in the network) that contain 

the query keyword 

After the students selected the top-3 results for each query, we took the majority 

voting to define the top-3 “ground truth” results for each query, and then we compared all 

the methods with the students’ selections in terms of accuracy, that is, how many of their 

top-3 results are in the ground truth top-3. 

Table 6.5 shows the accuracy of the 20 queries.  We see that using KL-based 

method to compute α parameter achieved accuracy of 88.33% comparing to the students’ 

selections, which is 51.66% improvement over ������� baseline and 
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66.66% improvement over Distance baseline. Our method using α = 0.5 also achieved 

accuracy of 76.67%, with improvement of 43% over ������� baseline and improvement 

of 55% over Distance baseline. 

To intuitively explain the role of KL divergence in computing α parameter, 

consider the query keyword “Michael”, where KL divergence is high between the local 

and the global communities, specifically KL=1.11. The reason for the high KL value is 

that the local community for the user who submitted the query keyword “Michael” talks 

more about Michael Bloomberg, while the global community talks more about Michael 

Tsarion and Michael Donnor. Since the two communities are different, tweets from local 

community are preferred, and hence α here equals 0.33 by using Equation 6.10. Another 

example is query keyword” Constitution”, where KL divergence here equals 0.05. Thus, 

both local and global communities talk about the same constitution, which means the user 

is more likely interested in tweets from both local and global communities when selecting 

top relevant tweets. To avoid computing the exact KL, we only consider the top recent 

tweets in both communities (1000 tweets for local and 5000 tweets for global). 

6.6.2 Time Performance 

In this section, we evaluate time performance by varying several parameters. 

Table 6.6 shows a list of the parameters and their ranges, where default values are shown 

in bold. For all experiments, we vary one parameter while using the default of other 

parameters. Each experiment is the average running time of 100 queries. As what we 

mentioned before, we don’t limit the distance computation by a threshold in the 

association graph since this is not applicable for Parallel algorithm. We compare our 
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algorithms to the lookup algorithm, which processes all the documents that are sorted by 

the documents ids and attached to the �. �, and does lookup to find the distance between 

the documents and the query’s graph entities. Specifically, it first reads the whole term 

lists and gets the exact term score of each document that contains at least one of the query 

terms, and then looks up the distance to the query’s graph entities using the distance 

lookup index. 

Table 6.5: Query keywords and number of matches per ranking method 

 IRscore 

Baseline 

Distance 

Baseline 
α=0.1 α=0.5 α=0.9 KL-based 

Obama 1 0 0 3 1 1 

Forest 2 1 3 3 2 3 

Tax 0 1 2 3 2 3 

Wednesday 0 0 3 3 0 3 

Madrid 1 0 1 3 2 3 

Prince 0 2 3 3 1 3 

Bundy 1 0 2 3 1 2 

Michael 0 2 3 3 0 3 

Sonia 3 0 0 0 3 3 

Gun 3 0 2 2 3 3 

Happy 1 0 3 3 3 3 

Mystery 2 1 3 3 2 3 

Food 0 3 3 1 0 3 

Hope 0 0 3 3 1 1 

Constitution 3 0 1 1 3 3 

Beautiful 0 1 3 1 2 2 

Photo 0 1 3 3 0 3 

Law 2 0 1 2 2 2 

Market 2 1 3 2 2 3 

Dream 1 0 1 1 2 3 

Total 22 13 43 46 32 53 

 

Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 show the results for health Web forums and Twitter, 

respectively. In general, Parallel algorithm out- performed the other two algorithms in 

both datasets, with an exception where k=1. 
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Table 6.6: Values for parameters. The default value is in boldface. 

Parameter Range 

k 1, 10, 20, 50, 100 

α 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 

No. of terms 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

No. of graph entities 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

Entity frequency low, medium, high 

Term frequency low, medium, high 

 

Varying k The experimental results when varying k are shown in Figures 6.7a and 

Figure 6.8a for health Web forums and Twitter, respectively. In both datasets, Parallel 

algorithm performed better comparing to the other two algorithms, as it minimizes the 

random accesses. We also evaluated the Lookup algorithm on health Web forums dataset, 

which is not TA-based algorithm. 

Varying α Since our focus here is on time performance, we don’t compute the α 

parameter for each query, but instead, we use fixed values to measure the runtime for 

each algorithm. Figures 6.7b and 8b show the effect on performance when varying the α 

parameter. Similar to varying k, Parallel algorithm performed better in both datasets. In 

health Web forum, Entity-first algorithm is slower with a high α value, where more 

documents become candidates to the query answer as what is shown in Figure 6.9. 

Varying the number of terms Figures 6.7c and 6.8c show the impact of changing 

number of terms in both datasets. When there is one term, Term-first performed better in 

both datasets. A probable reason is that Term-first does less Distance lookup when there 

is only one query keyword, while all other experiments have two query keywords as 

default. Other than that, Parallel algorithm achieved better results in both datasets. 
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Varying the number of graph entities We only vary the number of graph entities in 

health Web forums, since Twitter queries have only one entity, which is the user who 

submits the query. Figure 6.7d shows the results of varying the number of entities. 

Parallel algorithm achieved better results than the other two methods. 

Varying graph entity and term frequencies We vary the frequency of both term and 

graph entity by splitting the frequency to three types: low, medium, and high. In low 

frequency, the term or graph entity have between 6-15 sets of documents, where each set 

has 200 documents. Medium frequency means there are 60-200 sets of documents, while 

high frequency means there are 450-1020 sets of documents. In this part, we only vary 

the frequency in health Forum dataset, since Twitter dataset is small. Figure 6.7e shows 

the results for varying both concept (graph entity) and term in health Web forums. Entity-

first algorithm total runtime is similar despite the frequency; however, it is faster when 

both concept and term frequencies are medium. Term-first and Parallel algorithms total 

runtime increase when both concept and term frequencies increase. Also, both algorithms 

are faster when the concept frequency is high and the term frequency is low, and the 

probable reason is that both algorithms terminate when all term lists exhausted. 
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(a) K (b) α 

  

(c) Number of terms (d) Number of concepts 

 

(e) Frequency 

   Entity-first       Term-first       Parallel        Lookup 

  
Figure 6.7: Health Web forums time performance 
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Figure 6.8: Twitter time performance 
 

6.7 Discussion 

In summary, our experiments show that: 

• Our proposed KL-based method to compute α parameters, and hence balance the 

importance of the graph entities relevance and the text relevance, achieved high 

precision comparing to all other methods. 

• In terms of time performance, Parallel algorithm performed better comparing to 

Term-first and Entity-first algorithms, except when k=1 where Term-first 

performed better. 
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The rationale behind the superior performance of Parallel is its non-random access nature, 

which yields less disk accesses and hence faster running time despite the number of 

documents it processes. On the other hand, Entity-first algorithm accesses disk n times for 

every new document added to the candidates, where n is the number of query keywords; 

thus, increasing the running time significantly 

 

6.8 Conclusion 

In this work, we proposed a novel query framework for querying collections of 

graph-annotated documents, which we refer as keyword querying on graph-annotated 

documents. Our method automatically balances the importance of the graph entities 

relevance and the text content relevance. We presented several indexing schemes and 

early termination algorithms to generate the top-k results. Our qualitative experiments 

show that the KL-based method achieved an average accuracy improvement of 60% over 

baselines. Moreover, our time performance experiments show that the Parallel algorithm 

is significantly faster than the Entity-first and Term-first algorithms in most settings. 
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Chapter 7 

 

7 Conclusion 

In this thesis, we presented two key approaches for advancing research in health 

care informatics, and analyzing the content of health-related social media to help users 

efficiently explore health-related data. 

In Chapter 2, we analyzed the demographic of three different types of Web-based 

social media: (1) general Web-based social networks, namely Google+ and Twitter; (2) 

drug review websites, and (3) health Web forums. We examined the following 

demographics attributes: gender, age, ethnicity, geographical location, and writing level., 

and we built and evaluated domain-specific classifiers to estimate the missing data when 

possible. Our findings revealed significant and unanticipated disparities of the various 

demographic groups’ participation.  

In Chapter 3, we analyzed Web-based health-related social media content in 

relation to the demographic data, in order to identify popular topics discussed by certain 

demographic groups through different social media, which will assist with guiding 

research and educational activities. Similar to Chapter 2, we collected data from three 

types of health-related social media: (1) general Web-based social networks, namely 

Google+ and Twitter; (2) drug review websites, and (3) health Web forums. Our analysis 

considered five demographic attributes: gender, age, ethnicity, location, and writing level. 

For each demographic attribute, we analyzed the posts’ contents across different 
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dimensions: sentiment and emotion; top distinctive terms, and top medical concepts, 

including disorders and drugs. Our results can contribute to knowledge through various 

means, including guidance of educational initiatives, advertisement of associated 

products, assistance to funding agencies to better allocate resources, alongside an 

effective understanding of health disparities in health-related social media. 

In Chapter 4, we analyzed the content of health-related social media in-depth, by 

classifying the intent of users in order to determine how they engage and share 

information across the different social media applications. We analyzed two types of 

health-related social media: (1) general Web-based social networks, namely Google+ and 

Twitter, and (2) health Web forums. For health Web forums, we identified four intents as 

follows: share experience, ask for advice, request/give support, and talking about family. 

For general Web-based social networks, we identified five additional intents: share news, 

jokes, ads, personal opinion, and educational materials. We used supervised learning 

classifier to train a randomly selected and labeled data if there were sufficient posts. The 

classifiers with greater accuracy were utilized to label the rest of our posts. We finally 

analyzed and categorized the content based on the associated demographic data when 

possible. 

In Chapter 5, we analyzed the content associated with electronic cigarette- also 

known as e-cigarette- users, to better comprehend the symptoms and disorders associated 

with smoking e-cigarettes. For this research, we analyzed the data we collected from a 

reputable e-cigarette forum, and identified any stated health-related affects associated 

with smoking e-cigarettes. We analyzed the collected data further, by using a modified 
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version of MetaMap tool[13], to extract references to medical concepts, alongside a 

measurement of the sentiments of all posts using a supervised learning classifier. 

 In Chapter 6, we help users to retrieve the most relevant documents when they 

query a collection of documents annotated by interconnected entities. For this research, 

we investigated the problem where a query specifies one or more graph entities, which 

are related to each other through association graphs, in addition to the keywords. For 

example social networks, where every post is annotated with the author’s ID, with all the 

users connected through a friendship graph. Existing research has incorporated semi-

structured data, such as controlled vocabularies and knowledge bases, as a means of 

improving the quality of ranking by expanding the queries’ entities [14]–[16]. However, 

in our problem the entities are provided by the users as a query component. 

Consequently, we proposed an original query framework, ‘keyword queries on graph-

annotated documents’, which balances the importance of text relevance and semantic 

relevance. 
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